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Vinson Outlines
Prosperity Plans
For Peace Era

Sewer, Water And
Street Projects
Are Considered

JAP SALOON IN FLIGHT

Washington — Declaring that
the United States must be prepared against the possibility that
Japan will fall quickly, Fred M.
Vinson has outlined a "Postwar
economic charter" stressing high
wages, lower taxes and public
works.
Vinson, director of the Office
of War Mobilization and Reconversion, declared the drop in
munitions production will be
rapid from now on and "will be
accompanied by increases in unemployment" in the near future.
His message, the quarterly report which OWMR must submit
to Congress and the President,
for the first time dealt at length
with V-J Day and after.
"The—Ainerican people -are in
the pleasant predicament of having to learn to live 50 percent
better than they have ever lived
before," Vinson stated. Only
the defeatist can scoff at this inescapable fact that we must build
our economy on that basis." '
The bulky document proposed
lifting the national minimum
wage to ."at least 50 cents" an
hour and broadening old-age and
unemployment benefits, but it
laid greater stress on the urgency
of the armament production job
still ahead.
It hinted also at the fury to
be visited on Japan. American
fliers will "drop as much as 10,000 tons of bombs upon Japan in
a single day, or double what
Germany got during the days of
heaviest assault," the mobilization chief said.
"We shall move three million
troops out of Europe and many
of them halfway around the
world, together with the necessary materiel and supplies. Soon
we shall have nearly six million
men in all branches of the service in the actual theater of combat."
Fox the months immediately
ahead he sketched this picture:
Food-5 to 7. percent less this
year than last; civilian goods—
within six months the first new
cars, refrigerators, and washing
machines will reach the salesrooms•in limited quantity; fuel—
coal may be seriously short, fuel
oil no more plentiful than last
(Please turn to Back Page)
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Plans for post-war construction of needed improvements ir
Princeton were discussed at Monday's Council session with Messrs. Donan and Jones, consulting engineers, of Madisonville
participating.
Proposed constructions included street, sewer and water improvements, especially a filtration plant to • render the water
free from mud. Report of water
showed it free from pollution.
The engineers will prepare a
map of the City, the U. S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C., having requested
a large scale map showing all
streets and the built-up area
beyond the corporate limits. The
session was attended by -Councilmen Blackburn, Lacey, Morgan,
Mrs. Quinn, Mayor Cash presiding.
Approval was given disbursement of $4,663.17, including $1,200 for a truck for the street
department, for operating expenses during the month
of
June. Balances in the treasury,
available for operating expenses,
at the close of June aggregated
$6,763.86. Receivable accounts in
the water department for June
totaled $2,114.68.
June reports of Police Court
activities showed fines and costs
totaled $293, with 22 cases docketed, 13 being liquor law violations. Convictions were obtained in all cases but one,
charged with assault with intent to kill, held for grand jury
action. Actual police court collections for the month totaled
$218.50.

Eastside Cannery
Is Operating On
Limited Basis
To Be Open Wednesdays Only Through
July, Three Days A
Week In August

Due to a reduction in the appropriation of federal funds for
the canning project at Eastside
School, the cannery will operate
only Wednesday of each week
throughout July, it was announced Tuesday by Mrs. John Loftus,
Jr., a supervisor.
Mrs. Loftus said the cannery
•
will be available through AuJonathan Murphy is the gust, Monday, Wednesday and
youngest of four sons of Mr. and Friday each week and during
Mrs. Robert Catlett, Hopkins- that period, would handle apville street. He is 18 months old. proximately 500 cans a day.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Murphy, Cost for canning is 4 cents for
Cobb, and Mrs. S. 0. Catlett are No. 2 cans and 5 cents for No.
grandparents.
2% cans. Persons furnishing
glass jars will be , charged 2
cents. for each jar.
Mrs. Loftus said any kind of
fruit or vegetable may be canned, but during this season the
8-hour day will
be devoted
mostly to canning green beans,
Picnics And Fishing
green peas, apples and peaches.
The government's appropriation
Mark Nation's Birthcovers costs of all equipment
day; Stores Close
and labor.
The reduction in sugar allotPostoffice, banks and all retail establishments except one ment will make little difference
as
the operation of the cannery
drug store closed Wednesday in
observance of the anniversary of is devoted to the canning of
the Declaration of Independence. vegetables, the supervisor said.
Approximately 25,000 cans of
Several out-of-town parties
were here for the Elks annual food were canned at the Eastside
cannery last year, but this
4th of July barbecue, in Satternumerous 'year's total will be far less,
field Bottoms, and
picnic and fishing groups went Mrs. Loftus said, as vegetables
to the Resettlement Park, near ripened slowly this season, and
Dawson Springs; Kentucky Lake the workers are allowed to
and Hematite Lake, in the Ken- work only eight hours a day.
tucky Woodlands Wildlife Ref- Mrs. Percy Pruett and Mrs. Loftus are supervisors.
uge.
Those desiring to use the canPrinceton stores, members of
the Retail Merchants Associa- nery may call Mrs. Percy Pruett,
tion, will be closed this after- 699, or Mrs. Loftus, 199, for apnoon, as on each Thursday dur- pointment.
Thus far this season the caning the summer.
There was little noise from nery has handled green beans
firearms or firecrackers in town and peas, peak season for which
as the wartime holiday passed is just now arriving. Some apple sauce has been made but
without undue incident.
this- has been materially interwith by the sugar shortAL TON TEMPLETON NEW fered
age.
Home, canning of peaches has
PRESIDENT OF ROTARY;
started here since OPA began
CLUB ENDS GOOD YEAR issuing
coupons again recently
Alton Templeton, florist and and many homes have had apBoy Scout leader here for 15 ple sauce the last week or more,
years, was inducted as the new with apples fairly plentiful;
president of the Princeton RoA few early varieties of
tary Club Tuesday night, suc- peaches are ripening now, S. J.
ceeding Clifton Wood. Edward Lowry, superintendent of the
F. Blackburn is the club's new Sub-Experiment Station here
vice president and Mark Cun- said Tuesday, but most of these
ningham continues as secretary. do not have much taste. The
The retiring president's report main peach crop at the station
indicated Rotary had a very will come on starting about Augood year, marked by several gust 10. The station's Albertas
new activities, including the are expected to be very good
Rotary award for outstanding this season.
accomplishment by youth of the
Early apples have all been
county.
disposed of by the Experiment
Station and no more apples will
be available there until August
8 From County Join
1-10, Mr. Lowry said.

Fourth Is Quietly
Celebrated Here

Arthur M. Baker
barged On Points
Above is a Ji.panese balloon in an over North America
AAA Is Given Money
t Arthur M. Baker, ShepThese paper balloons carry fire and anti-personnel bombs and
street, was one of the
For Surveys To Proare designed to destroy themselves when explosives are dropped.
at
discharged
cky men
(AP Wirephoto)
Atterbury, Ind., Friday
tect Growers
r the Army's adjusted servMeasuring of tobacco acreages
aung plan.
on all farms producing burley
• • •
in 190 was provided for in the
$3,600,000,000 omnibus deficiency
George R. Richie's
bill enacted Saturday night by
Groupe Is Cited
both houses of Congress, it was
I. George R. Ritchie, 20, learned this week.
If this course is followed Gov.
By Tom R. Underwood
Jefferson street, is a ineraThe bill allowed $408,000 to
S. S. Willis will name an interim
In The Lexington Herald
of the 17 Bombardment the Agricultural Adjustment AdThe time for filing of declara- senator in 1946 and, while re,p at Dijon, France, which ministration for use in making
tions of candidacy for county maining governor, will run as
tly was cited for the sec- the surveys, according to Senand legislative offices, which the Republican nominte in 1946
time by the War Depart- ator Alben W. Barkley.
closed the first of last week for for the unexpired term.
as a Distinguished Unit. A
For the last 2 years, the AAA
Meanwhile the legislative elecdistricts including more than
1 mechanic with the group, has not made official measureone county, will close Thursday, tion will be held and, here is anbws been overseas 4 months. ments of farm acreages and comJuly 5, for single-county dis- other guess, Governor Willis may
is authorized to wear the pliance figures have been turned
tricts. Most candidates who will ask`the 1946 legislature to repeal
•• guished Unit Badge and in by growers themselves.
file already have announced, as the state income tax or some
er and the European TheResumption of surveys by the
with the Fourth of July inter- part of it, thus removing the
Ribbon with one star.
AAA had been urged by tobacco
vening there will be little ac- haunting specter of an unful.• •
groups in both burley and fluefilled campaign promise of 1943.
tivity.
cured areas.
Laverty Promoted
A hard fight will be staged
Chief interest centers among
"The underlying thought beJudge and Mrs. W. W.
Army Air Corps
the performers in the political throughout the state over the
legislative elections, as shown
ill Laverty, Army Air Corps, hind the surveys is that growers
circus rather than among
Childress Celebrate
trom Field, Austin,..- Tex.. co-oporating with the control
spectators. The •Ilittcome,. how- by the declaretions before clos'
Of
secretary
GOIdeg
the
in
time
ing
recently been promoted to program want to be protected
effar-reaching
ever, may have
of corporal. Corporal Lev- against some who may try to
Approximately 60 guests were
fect, as was indicated last week state's office in Frankfort.
This is almost overshadowed present at an informal "open
returned to his post Satur- inch over in their acreages to
by an interview with Senator
after spending a furlough take advantage of high prices,"
A. B. Chandler which was in- by the inner party fight of house" in honor of the golden
his mother, Mrs. Roberta a farm leader said.
terpreted to mean that he will Democrats in which it is be- wedding anniversary of Judge
State AAA officials said they
other •relatives
erty and
resign in the late fall. That Is coming evident that the breach and Mrs. W. W. Childress at
had not been informed about
what this column has repeatedly between the forces usually close their home on Eagle street Tuesthe appropriation. However,they
to Collector of Internal Revenue day, June 26, from 3 until 6
• • •
predicted.
said immediate steps could be
If he resigned immediately he Seldon R. Glenn and Thomas S. o'clock.
. Elbert W. Egbert
taken to begin the surveys just
would miss voting on the .San Rhea, former state highway comOut-of-town guests were Mrs.
M. P. In England
as soon as authorization is reFrancisco charter and the Bret- missioner, and those aligned with Flora Fort, Pembroke; Miss
Commisc. Elbert W. Egbert, hus- ceived by the AAA regional
Highway
State
former
other
and
agreement
ton Woods
Edith Hawkins, Detroit; Wend of Mrs. Mildred Egbert, office.
bills and sioner Donaldson is real and dell Childress, South Bend, Ind.,
important pending
Surveys will be done largely
of
removal
ceton, is now serving in the
The
irreconcilable.
nomthe
throw
would probably
Aubrey H. Childress, Louisville;
opean Theater of Operations. by AAA community committeeination into the hands of the Senator Chandler from active Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Patterson
factthese
is a member of the Euro- men or their assistants, it was
left
has
participation
ComCentral
Democratic State
2-Door Sedan Rolls
and sons, Billie and Donald,
Division, U. S A. A. F. pointed out. When surveys formmittee, headed by J. Lyter Don- ions free to settle their own Kirkwood, Mo., Mr. and Mrs.
Off Line At River
old
the
without
differences
Transport Command. Pfc. erly were made, they were startdefeated
Carrollton,
aldson, of
Bryant ahd sons, Lucius, Frankrt is presently assigned to ed as soon as possible after tocandidate for governor in 1943. straw man.
Rouge Plant
fort; Mrs. Sam Powers, OwensAir Transport
Command bacco was set out so that farmboro; Mr. and Mrs. Jack Pow(By Associated Press)
near London as a military ers would not lose time in culers and son, Jack Baker, Hamptwo-door Over-All Bond Quota
gray
Detroit—A
tivating excess acreage.
iceman.
ton, Va.; and Mrs R. Hayden Armed Forces June 29
chromium-plated Nearly Doubled Here;
with
sedan
• • •
Smith, Hampton, Va.
Seven Caldwell county men
bumpers, grille and trimming
cut. Marion McCormick
Boxes For Horse Show
Mrs. Sam Powers served as were inducted into the Army at
rolled off the assembly line of E-Bond Goal In Sight
registrar and Mrs. Charles Cur- Louisville June 29`,' and one inOn 60-Day Leave
Official figures show Caldwell
the Ford Motor Company's RivAre In Strong Demand
ry and Mrs. Otie Wood presided to the Marine Corps, the Counirst Lieut. Marion McCorer Rouge plant Tuesday to sig- county has bought $512,651
Agriculture
New
at the tea table.
ty Selective Service Board ank, who arrived at Valley With 30 Already Sold
nalize return of the automobile
Chief's Stand On Farm
Boxes for the Horse Show are industry to partial peacetime worth of all kinds of War Bonds
nounced this week. They were:
ge General Hospital, Phoenixin the -7th War Loan campaign
George Randolph Taylor, Marine
e, Pa., from 28 months over- now on sale, Saul Pokrotsky, Production.
Is
Game
Elks-Kiwanis
Praise
Wins
Food
Mack Spickard EsCorps; James Edward Pickens,
in January, is at home on chairman of ticket sales, anIt was the first civilian pas- which ends July 7, Dr. C. F.
When the government asks Set For Friday Nighi
Newsom,
Algernan
Frederick
-day leave. Lieutenant Mc- nounced this week. The boxes senger car produced by the in- Engelhardt, county chairman, recapes Crash With
James Dennis Hodge, Jr., Kennick was wounded July 24. contain four seats each and are dustry since February, 1942. For ported Wednesday noon. A spec- farmers to 'produce any crop in In Butler High Stadium
Cuts And Bruises
has the Purple Heart and selling $10 for the entire show. the Ford Company it was the
any quantity it should support
Rained out last Friday nightt, neth Wayne Darnell, James Wilial effort has been made this
he said, by the lights
Blinded,
Cleaves
Ray
Cecil
Winters,
ford
er, and the Combat In- About one-third of the 90 avail- first of 9,910 vehicles the War
the price of that commodity no the Elks' and the Kiwanis Club's
tryman's badge. He served bale boxes already have been Production Board has authorized week to get the full E-Bond matter what other factors enter softballers will meet for their and William Claude Robinson, from an approaching car on the
Marion Highway Saturday night,
Army.
Burma, China and India and disposed of, Mr. Pogrotsky said, the company to assemble during quota of $125,000 subscribed
the situation, was the opinion benefit game in Butler Stadium
a Webster Carrier bus driver
in the Merrill's Mauraders. with holders of last year get- 1945.
here and Di. Engelhardt exgame
the
6,
July
night,
Friday
by Clinton P. Andercrashed into a wagon driven
The first car was driven off pressed confidence this
utenant McCormick is the ting first oportunity to retain
goal expressed
to start at 7:30 o'clock, it was
C. K. Lide Suffers
by Mack Spickard.
son in his 'first radio address announced Monday. Plenty of Mrs.
ther of Mrs. Orville Bates the same boxes again this year. the line by Henry Ford II, excounty's
The
reached.
be
would
A corn planter and hay frame,
Sunday, July 1, as the new
is spending the greater part
ecutive vice-president of the
is promised by Co- Injuries In Car Crash
competition
and,
$325,000
was
quota
over-all
Secretary of Agriculture.
Mrs. E. L. McLin received attached to the back of Mr.
his leave at her home.
Doris Jean Bright Takes
company. Following it, in variEvand
Wilson
Clay
Captains
earlLeader
The
in
predicted
as
J. E. Stanford, executive secword Monday that her sister, Spickard's wagon, were comJob With Merchants Service ous stages of completion, were
• • •
greatly oversub- retary of the Kentucky Farm erett Cherry, of the Elks, and Mrs. C. K. Lide, and neice, Mrs. pletely destroyed.
Doris Jean Bright has accept- approximately a score of other ier, this was
of the KiBlazier,
Ralph
Dr.
c. A. D. Miller Is On
scribed.
Mr. Spickard regained conBureau Federation, after hearSarah Jane Nagel, were injured
ed a clerical position in the cars. With the exception of a
wanis Old Men.
-Day Furlough Here
ing Anderson's radii:, address
in an automobile accident in sciousness after four hours and
office of Merchants' Service single five-passenger coupe, all
and
cuts
for
C. A. D. Miller (colored) is Lines. She is the daughter of were powered with V-8 engines, Otter Pond Baptists To
sent him the following telegram:
Oakland, Calif., Sunday after- was treated
"We heartily approve your Local Rotarians Attend
a 30-day furlough visiting Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Bright, turning up 100 horsepower. The Have Special Meeting
noon, and both were in a hos- bruises at Princeton Hospital.
food
Otter Pond Baptist Church will forthright statement on
pital in Oakland. The condi- He returned to his home on
aunt, Docia Glovers. Pfc. McNary street, and a graduate coupe had a 75-horsepower sixPicnic At Madisonville
•ller has spent 22 months of the 1945 class of Butler High cylinder engine. All were of meet in called session Sunday production during Sunday radio
tion of Mrs. Lide was reported Marion Road Sunday, where he
newly
the
of
celebration
In
morning, July 8, at 10 o'clock address. This practical, statesshe had a slight is recovering.
erseas in France, England and
.School.
the Ford super de luxe line.
organized Rotary Club in Madi- as serious, as
Mr. Spickard's wagon was refor the purpose of caning a man-like approach to solving the
brain concussion. Mrs. Nagel
many.
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go
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17 Rome From Europe
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government
Ashland
From
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Says Willis Will Ask
Repeal Of Income Tax

60 Guests Honor
Beloved Couple

Ford First With
New Automobile

pkg.

Bright Little Boy

Filtration Plant To
Take Mud Out Of
Water Discussed By
Council

Predicts High Wages,
Lower Taxes, Public
Works; Thinks Japs
•
May Fall Soon

Hoy Cook Blackburn —
The husky son of Councilman
I. Edward Brown
and Mrs. Hugh Blackburn registers displeasure because somee From Overseas
st Lieut. Edward Brown has body tried to take his football
•tsi from England where he from him when this picture was
been stationed the last 16 taken recently. Hoy Cook, born
as. Lieutenant Brown, is in on Lincoln's birthday, Feb. 12,
rieiltdafiutooct•favozi1e.
_fritttdt. 1943,
uit,
will come here this weekand
Mr.
parents,
to visit his
E R. Brown, W. Main street.
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Future Footballer
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Plan Now To Attend
Princeton's Horse Show

AWARDED FIRST PRIZE FOR
EDITORIAL EXCELLENCE, 1944

Bureau Approves
Anderson Speech

Bus Wrecks Wagon
On Marion Road

County's Corn Crop Short But
lobacco, Hay Show Increases

. H. Taylor Announces His
ancliclacy For County Judge

a
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Horse Show Will Meet
Princeton's High Standards
Gratifying indeed has been the response to the Horse Show, both in this
county and adjoining communities.
Princeton rejoices in the good opinion
of her held by her neighbors and is on
her mettle to present an entertainment
here August 23, 24 and 25 which will
, be worthy of her people and the standards they have set in the past.
While many will regret that this year's
show dbeS not include the more popular
t' features of a county fair ... with especial emphasis upon home canning, needle
work and livestock, decision not to attempt a rounded fair and horse show
this year seems sound.
Farmers have been afflicted by the
worst weather conditions this spring
and early summer in many years. Much
corn and tobacco had not been planted
until the rains ceased 10 days ago and
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Our State Senator, Roy Mc- goes in for purebred Guernseys cies; universities send their own them disappears."
tion of differences and provides a means
Churchill has put the party's Prim
of Cadiz, a school man . . . also, very fine barbecue for members to Parliament, so if
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for controlling nations that will not yield Donald,
all his adult life, went to Wash- guests, Carl Sparks learned last an alumnus the Briton may vote program in three words: "Food, Subject to
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to persuasion. But dearly, as demonstrat- ington last week with his hat in weekend while visiting the from that register. In no case work, homes."
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When there is mutual respect and con- old, old song, telling the members Frances Jewell McVey, wife of world. (This time it will be
of Congress that Kentucky "has
fidence among men, business usually can reached the limit of her ability" the president emeritus of the July 26.)
be transacted with benefit to the parties in expenditures for education .. University of Kentucky, died In the Conservative Party
suddenly. The August issue of
engaged; and so, it is to be hoped, it and still cannot keep abreast of the Kentucky Alumnus will be there is no such thing as a cauthe other states which offer
cus or primary. Anyone can
dedicated to her.
may be among nations.
teachers higher salaries.
"stand" for Parliament if he conTo this end, the new charter is a big
forms to the electoral law, but
!
Pk
Soliciting ads for the Horse
It is not true that Kentucky
forward step. In our opinion however, it
the party will not recognize
Show souvenir book in Hopkinsis only the preamble to an international has reached the limit of her ville last Thursday, Grayson Har- candidates not "adopted" by
financial ability to educate her
law code which, some day, may go far children. If the tax rate were raison and this scribe received local associations.
toward safeguarding the millions of made $1.50 in every county, as numerous compliments upon the Nomination requires only the
way Princeton does things. Bill signatures of 10 electors, plus a
Little People from the inherent craving it is in Princeton, children would Hancock, Jr. was especially high
$800 fee which the candidate
get about $50 a year each for
for power among a few which has education . . . and Kentucky on our town, its Tobacco Festivals forfeits if he fails to get a cerbrought the old world greater and more could lift up her head and not be and last year's Horse Show. So tain percentage of the vote.
were Russell Cornette,
Wood
Members of Parliament redestructive wars as the centuries have ashamed among the sisterhood at Keach's; Kenneth Ken
Cayce, W.
The tax office is now open for liAing pro
of states.
rolled along.
W."Red" Gardner, at Barnes, and ceive $2,400 annually.
The
Conservativ
es,
who
like
Phil Chappell, president of the'
Please come in or send in your list at your ear's
Fred Vinson, the "Assistant Planters Bank and Trust Co.
the nickname "Tories," which
President," came out with •statewas introduced in 1879, go into
ment this week to the effect that
convenience, as I am required to complete the
They're building tunnels, caves, this first general election in 10
the peace time economy of this
an Illinois town at 39, conquered Lee four Nation after V-J Day will be jungles and such at Camp Camp- years with an outstanding poliules during July and August.
based upon high wages, lower bell to train our soldiers in Jap tical asset—Winston Churchill—
years later, and seven years after he taxes and
public works. The Ken- fighting. It is expected men for and there is no doubt they will
dusted off his discarded uniform to offer tuckian, who has the top job in such training will begin arriving do their best to capitalize it.
war mobilization and reconver- at the big neighboring cantonVery respectfully,
Both the Socialists (Laborites)
his services to save the Union was elect- sion for prosperity,
has already ment soon.
and the Liberals would have
ed President of the United States. But proven himself a miracle worker
11111
. . . but if he can work the trick Sincere appreciation of inquiries preferred an election M the fall
for secession Lee would have ended his mentioned herein, he can have about the health of our Better when some of Churchill's warHalf is felt by Pennyriler and time luster might be dimmed.
career as an elegant Virginia gentleman. all the marbles!
sons; also gifts sent to the hosThe Labor Party of Clement
As it was his memory is the gentlest
Not so very long ago, I though pital, which have greatly cheered Attlee, deputy Prime Minister in
COUNTY TAX COMMISSIONER
Fred Vinson had a desire to be the patient. We think she will the coalition government, also
heritage of the era he adorned.
Governor of Kentucky . .. knew be home in about 10 days, much has influential leaders. There
Had not John J. fershing's face stared he could be and would make
a benefitted.
are Ernest Bevin, coalition minback at the daughter of the chairman of wonderful chief executive of the
State.
But
Some
now
he
members
has
climbed
of
the
so
Hospital
a Senate committee as she read of his
high, I
if he can become Board seem a little jealous of
exploits in the Philippines while en route availablewonder
the Horse Show . . which has
to the home folks.
to Washington with her father another
gained support of earnest and
111111
might have commanded the American
Kentucky is going to need an able workers here. They say "If
Hospital could enlist the same
expeditionary Force in Europe. But able Governor after the war, the
and after Willis. Mr. Vinson is, men, we could have a successful
Frances Warren asked to meet the dash- perhaps, the ablest Kentuckian campaign and get a new building cavalryman, 20 years her senior, and of his day. If we could get him ing." Well, maybe ...
to her friendship and subsequent mar- in the mansion at Frankfort in
1111k
1947, we
have a great
But the difficulty is that work
riage to him the illustrious soldier and adminstraoitwould
in at the most de- for the Horse
Show will end,
General of the Armies owes his good cisive time in our history.
for all but a few, August 22; for
fortune in being brought to the notice of
all, August 25 . . . whereas, if
J. B. Lester, who has played the performers for the show
Theodore Roosevelt, then in the White
little golf
last two seasons, lined up for the Hospital . .
House, who started him on the road that turned in athecard
of 80 in the the Lord only knows when their
led to the high command.
match with Madisonville, played labors would be ended, if ever!
Military and naval leaders must be last. Sunday. While this was not And besides, a good many of
the day's
score, it does pret- these busy citizens have already
men of ability. But when the hour of ty well forlow
a businessman-golfer, given years of devoted effort to
destiny strikes and some are called to Edwin Lamb conceded.
keeping the old hospital running
. . . and dislike facing this prosleadership it may be an officer who has
Enthusiasts are working their pect the balance of their lives.
attracted the attention of superiors,
horses, under saddle and in har- In fact, so far they simply won't
whose recommendation places them in a ness, in a regulation ring at the face such a prospect!
favorable light before the President and Old Ball Park, getting ready for
PRIMARY, SATURDAY, AUGUST 4
his advisers. Unless the man chosen has Princeton's Horse Show, August But, Princeton deserves and
23, 24 and 25. Boys, girls and
must have a good, modern hosthe necessary qualities of leadership he amateur adults
are welcome to
will be sent back and another selected, use this convenient ring, any pital. So maybe when enough
citizens
realize this, a successful
You can call on every voter in the county and get a smiling
but many men in civil and military life time, Bedford McChesney, lessor, campaign for funds
and a workare qualified and never get the official said.
able plan for operation of the
promise of enough votes to elect you.
new hospital will be developed.
nod.
Charley Field, head of the Could be done; MUST
be done,
Eisenhower's meteoric rise is- one of Field Packing Co., at Owensboro, in the end.
By W. W. Hercher

S.-

The Charter Points The Way
Now that the United Nations have concluded their conference and a charter
has emerged which men of many lands
hope will form the basis of a world unstanding making for peace, let us be
glad for this accomplishment . . . and
not too optimistic that anything more
than a gesture toward international.
brotherhood has been accomplished.
Early in the 17th century a Frenchman drew up a similar document but nobody paid much attention.
Sentimental yearnings at the end of
World War I produced a League of Nations that we, supposed to be the most
sentimental of all civilized peoples, repudiated.
What may come as a result of this
United Nations Charter in another 25
years is not plain now; yet, it seems
clear we cannot make as costly a blunder
in the matter of world cooperation for
the betterment of all as we did when
Lodge, Borah and their Isolationists
wrecked the League.
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Pennyrile Postscripts

NOTICE!

•

MRS. S. J. LARKINS

Attention
CANDIDATES

the true stories of this war. And those
who are proud to have been reared with
him have reasons for pride. (Owensboro
Messenger)

Commonly "Jimmy//
The new Secretary of State is an unAmericans will think of Jimmy kindly
commonly unpretentious man who is
an& greet the Secretary of State as It is
commonly called "Jimmy" and does not
suitable to address the man who holds
object when people who know him slightso high an office.
ly so address hint.
James F. Byrnes has been widely reNobody whose taste is good, whose
spected for competency and character.
education is complete, desires to barge
He is qualified by wide experience as
Into the State Department and greet the
well as by natural ability. He enters a
Secretary of State as "Jimrhy" because
new field, heading a department which
of Mr. Byrnes' reputation. Like Britons
as been a scene of dissension and a
who called Edward VII "gooct old Teddy," jettarget of
criticism.
16
almost within his hearing/but greeted
Best of luck, Mr. Secretary.
the King as "Your Majesty," senaible
(Louisville Times)
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To The Taxpayers Of
Caldwell County:

Fate Plays Big Part In Promotions
General Eisenhower's fellow players on
the Abilene High school football team
appear more numerous than the surviving members of President Lincoln's bodyguard the night he was shot in April
1866, or the valiant Indian fighters who
escaped the massacre of Custer's men on
the Little Big Horn in 1876. Those who
guarded Lincoln and the others who rode
with Custer gained in numbers as the
years stretched away, and this, in years
to come may be true of Eisenhower's
teammates.
A famous man, or woman, always has
more close friends after he becomes famous than while he is obscure, for those
who knew him only casually begin to
add threads to the yarn of reminiscences
that in a few years increase. And the
town from which he came and which
barely took note of his, departure puts
out the flag as he returns and beats the
drums while its chief orators extoll the
virtues of the hometown boy. This is
said in no tone of reproof for those
who welcome a native to his childhood
scenes. It is an old custom.
Many traditions are shattered by war.
Many legends have their inceptions in
the conduct of some who but for the call
of Mars would have remained in the
background. But when the emergency
confronted the country they arose to the
occasion and impressed the homefolks
with their stamina. That is being seen
in various communities. Nor are the
heroes being lauded all generals. Many
of them are privates, to whom war is a
sideline.
Fate has a lot to do with making great
generals. Some, like Grant, were misfits
until the day of proving came. Lee was
a colonel when Sumter fell, but Grant,
who -peddled wood about the streets of
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(Associated Press Features)

Every man can be an Atlas
and move the eath—in a small
way. When even a small object like a toothpick is dropped
and falls to earth, the earth
"falls" toward the toothpick too.
But the distance the terrestrial
globe moves is inversely proportional to the ratio between its
weight and ,that of the toothpick
—a kinda' small fraction, it's
true.
• • •

It probably wouldn't affect a
99-year water bill, but householders get more water for their
money when the temperature Is
39.t degrees Fahrenheit. Water
is most dense 'at that' critical
point, and expands whether
warmed above it or cooled below it. "

NOTICE!
The regular Annual Meeting of the Members of the
Eastern Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers' Association will be
held in Springfield, Tennessee, on WEDNESDAY, JULY
11, 1945, beginning at 10
o'clock A. M., at the maih
office of the Association,

This meeting is for the
purpose of hearing reports
from the President and transMany rnVilons of pounds of po- acting such other business
tatoes and grain have been lost as may come before the meetIn Holland because of the flooding. This June 30, 1995.
ing of areas by the

Germans,
and at least $3,000,000 worth of
agricultural implements have
been ruined.

r
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Fun With Science

The total population of Costa

Rica is approximately two-thirds

(Signed)

Paul Rudolph,
Secretary

Every candidate is hopeful, if not confident
, when the campaign ends. But when the votes
are counted—that's different.
People like to see things in black
and white. Tell them who
you are, what you stand for in
your county newspaper. It's convincing and at least gets
consideration.
Of course, you can "run"
without using The Leader but it
is a fact that those who do not
seldom meet with success.
•
Political advertising is, of course, cash
in advance.

EFFECTIVE, DIGNIFIED SERVICE
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News From The Past

THE GARDEN

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 _years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
11114061W.MIONOIMMINIONNIMOMMINI
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
,
weather of the past,4 shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.

By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
Graham
By j. F.

The rainy
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mean
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community improveand
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jj within a
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all
'ar
lectrified•
home, water sysis in the
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machines, electca, milking
other such equipeters, and
would lead to
all of which
life, arid inre satisfying
efficiency.
farm
rural electrifimuch broader
have
than we
a program
be put into operahad must
people are proif all rural
electric service. Rural
'with
cooperatives and utility
lc
making provisions
panies are

in
broad postwar expansion

electrification but it is
I
are
• ul if present plans
enough to provide electric

families.
Ice to all rural
families should unite in
efforts to secure the broadpossible expansion in this
am.
al electric lines in sparsely
ated areas must be subsid-

few

weeks has

been

kind

to

gardeners who were obliged to
plant after the deadline of April
10, for they have a prospect of

a

better

yield than they could

have expected had the season
been normal. However, those

same rains may prove the crop's
undoing, should they continue
too long.
In low spots in the garden it
will be observed that the tubers
are roughened
with "white
pimples." Of themselves they are

IPAL8 IN 8

1118 SHOOTING—Albert Kovacs (left),

19, of Norwalk, Conn., a submarine sailor, was shot and killed
in a New Canaan, Conn., home. Mrs. Imogene Stevens (right),
24, of New Canaan, wife of an Army Major, is held in the county jail in default of $50,000 bond on a charge of manslaughter
in connection with the shooting. (AP Wirephoto).
by
ized
more
revenue from
densely populated areas.
It is difficult to imagine how
much complete coverage of the
country with
electric
current
would raise the level of living.
Such a program is worthy of cooperative effort on the part of
all of us.

Enemy Scrambles
Marine Signals
(By Associated Preen)

Somewhere

in the Pacific —
Marine Pfc. Howard E. Norton
of Kansas City tells the story of
a wild night on Guam .1.v hen a
Japanese soldier stumbled
through the rain into a foxhole
on top of Norton and his buddy.
In the scramble which followed
Norton found himself fighting
while the enemy
his buddy
soldier jumped out of the hole.
his
After
Norton deflected
buddy's knife from his throat,
they turned and brought down
the Japanese with rifle fire.

nothing to worry about, as they
are merely breathing pores enlarged to cope with excess soil
moisture. However, after the
tops die down, "pimply" tubers
continuing to lie in water-soaked
soil become likely to decay. And,
in order to save them, something
needs to be done, sometimes
quickly.
The best way to save the crop
is to dig a week or so after the
tops have died. Even then, these
potatoes are tender, and their
handling throughout should be
of the gentlest. Broken skins and
scuffs are starting points for rot.
They should be taken out of the
sun quickly, as they take on a
strong flavor easily, and the
warming up they receive may
cause their decaying. Rather
they should be put in an airy,

Princeton, Ky. March 10, 1914.
Mrs. L. 0. Nabb, of Hopson,
gave Mrs. Betty Gregory a surprise birthday dinner last Thursday, March 5. She. was 79 years
old and didn't know anything
about it until the parties arrived. We had a nice old country
dinner and everyone had a fine
time if it did look like rain.
Some of those present were
Mrs. C. W. Wood, Mrs. Sue
Goodwin, Aunt Melia Childress,
Mrs. Jimmy Tandy and son,
James, Mrs. W. W. Childress
daughters, Katherine and
and
Clara Nell and son, Everett,
Blance Campbell and Lola
Hopson.
• • •

Princeton, Ky.
The

dark place, cool- as possible. A
house cellar is excellent; so is
a storage cave, or "outside cellar," and the coolest spot is on
It is estimated that about ten
ad
the floor. A way to take
percent of the births in the
vantage of "night air" (often 15
United States are never regisdegress cooler than daytime temtered.
perature) is to open doors and
Louisa May Alcott, famous as
windows at evening, but closing
an author, also was a nurse in a
them tight, at dawn. The potatoes
federal hospital during the Civil
should be spread out in thin
War.
layers or kept in slatted boxes.
The destruction in Rotterdam
Another place is the northeast
by the Germans has ueen esticorner of a barn, provided it can
mated at roughly $40,000,000.
The Meridian highway, which be darkened completely. The conwith
covered
extends from Winnipeg, Canada, tainers may be
tto Laredo, Tex., is 1,769 miles sacks or blankets daytimes to
hold the coolness they absorb unlong.

following

Princeton, Ky. March 24, 1914.
Mrs. R. W. Ogilvie and daughter,
Frances, will leave Wednesday
for Ashville, N. C., for several

March 17, 1914.

old

Confederate

streets
yesterday: Van B. Hawley and
Dan Black, of Kuttawa; Andy
Wells, of Eddyville; W. W.
Cummins, W. R. McChesney,
Cobb Purdy, Dan Rucker, J. H.
Throckmorton, F. M. Moore,
John F. Morse, W. W. Thacker,
J. E. Winn, L. C. Word, Lilborn
Storm, Allen Mitchell, • Oscar
Cantrell, Geo. Smiley, S. W.
Baker, J. W. Hollingsworth, T.
J. Johnn, Jesse Payne, Winfield Lamb, Joe Murphy, and
W. H. McCargo.
veterans were

on our

weeks' visit.

• • •
Princeton, Ky. June 9, 1914.
John W. Stegar, who has been
attending the Louisville Dental
College, is now at home on his
vacation. His many friends are
glad to have him with them
again.
• • •
Princeton, Ky. June 5, 1914.
Dr. Harold Amoss, of New York,
is visiting his parents at Cobb
for a few days, after having attended the meeting of the
Alumni Association of the State
University of Lexington. Dr.
Amoss is president of the New

ALSO'. . . MUSICAL COME& and NEWS

York Alumni Club, which has
taken a very active part in the
alumni movement to better the
conditions of the State University of Kentucky.
• • •
Princeton, Ky. June 5, 1914.
Miss Roberta Cunningham is
expected home today from Memphis, where she has been visiting for the past two weeks and
from Holly Springs, Miss.,
where she attended- the Mississippi Synodical College last
term.

"starring

Don "Red"

BARRY
_
with

Wally
VERNON

ALSO! . . . CARTOON — COMEDY — SPORTS
CHAPTER NO. 5 —

"CAPTAIN

AMERICA"

The Moors introduced the art covered at night.
Lacking a storing place, the
potatoes may be left where they
grew, but precautions should be
Gen. Robert E. Lee as presitaken to get them out of the
latCollege,
dent of Washington
water, as follows:
er called Washington and Lee.
With a turning-plow, a large
conquistador
Spanish
The
single-shovel or a hoe, make
Francisco Orellana, discovered
drainage ditches down the midthe Aniazon River.
dles, deep as possible. It is of adJava and Sumatra are among vantage to carry these drainage
the most volcanic regions of ditches to lower ground to assure quick passing-off of rain
water. The soil that is thrown
over the potatoes should protect
them from sun-heat, and heat
and moisture are the cause of
rotting. This obviously may interfere with intercropping potatoes with corn and beans, but
these may be planted in the furrows' bottoms, if it is not too
late still to make them.
of papermaking into Europe in
thte 12th century.

Subject to the Republican Primary, Saturday, Aug. 4,
Your Vote and Influence Will Be Appreciated.

New York — Friends of Miss
Santa
of
Feldstein,
Beatrice
Monica, Calif., will be grieved to
learn that she was badly injured
recently when the home drawing her cab ran away in midtown

Manhattan.

IN A SECRET
JUNGLE KINGDOM!

JOHNNY

WEISSMULLER
Fully weatherproofed portable outdoor
model in heavy
morel galvanized
container housing unit and
battery.

ALSO!... LITTLE LULU CARTOON — FEATURETTE

PARMAK ADVANTAGES
QUALITY AND
/ SAME HIGHCONSTRUCTION
PRECISION

2 DRY

WEATHER INTENSIFIER with dual output.

3FLUX

DIVERTER
greater efficiency.

prowlelos

4 BATTERY MIZER boards curUnr. Lint, reptile, black

?
.44..

3.41
1‘
ille

C.40111,

print

Some folks may be content with
their summer whites—but wise'
shoppers are looking at Penney's'
window for their Fall Shoes—rationed and unrationed I Come.leet
low. II. II Pat OK

1

rent.
5 NEON FENCE TESTER
S-YEAR SERVICE GUARANTEE.

IFS tOVf IN AN A1110 COOPit
.

a ca.r,bet; Vre ca,t,ea.2e "

It) Ire .1f4TIlt 411.".

IRMO
P11111Cf
ffilSTRffT
Ida
William
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A GI Is Discharged

At The Churches

OGDEN, MEMORIAL
METHODIST
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A.M. Sunday School, Harry Long, Supt.
11:00 A.M. Morning Worship
and Anna Kilgore, leader.
6:30 P.M. Youth Fellowship
service, Anna Kilgore, leader.
7:30 P.M. Evening service.

By Hal R. Cooper
(Aasociated

COBB BAPTIST
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
preach at Cobb Baptist Church
Sunday night and at Cedar
Grove Sunday:night.

4te

friendship News
(By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
Omer Cook and family, Isaac
McCormick and family, W. H.
Denham and family and Mrs.
J. B. Denham were guests of
Sidney Fritz and family last
•
Sunday at Marion.
Mrs. Abner Pool has been
/fp
quite ill the last few days at
the home of her sister, Mrs.'
TRUMAN ADDRESSES CLOSING SESSION—Pr-''ent Harry
Chas. Hale.
Truman (on rostrum) addresses the closing session of the
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Word, Mr. S.
United Nations Security conference at San Francisco. At Truand Mrs. Wise Hart and family, man's left is Secretary of State Stettinius and behind Stettinius
Paul Cook, of U.S.N., and wife, is Capt. James K. Vardman, naval aide. (AP Wirephoto)
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Creasey, John
Hart and family, of Hopson, tobacco crops is not very promwere guests of Ovid Hart and ising, due to too much rain.
family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Amon Orange,
By Vivian Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Ragon Cummins of Scottsburg, were visiting Mr.
(Associated Press Features)
and son were visitors at Isaac
and Mrs. R V. Pickering reNew York—Lipstibk on a shirtMcCormick's Saturday night.
collar has started many a trek
Mrs. Dewey Fletcher and lit- cently.
tle son, and Mrs. Robbie Lowery
Harry Randolph, of Princeton, to a divorce court. So has eating
were visitors of I. L. White and was here the first of week in peanuts and crackers in bed.
Grasping this scarlet dilemma
family Monday afternoon,
interest of .-his...candidacy for
by both horns, Senator Hubert
Mrs.- Otho• Storms has been sheriff.
ill the last few days.
Several from this community Brooks of Johnson City, Tenn.,
Mrs. Ellis Dunning, of Prince- attended the funeral of Dr. ..V. has introduced a bill that would
ton, was guest of T. A. Davis C. Haydon at Princeton
last eliminate the red menace from
m'lady's man-snaring weapons—
and family last Sunday.
Tuesday.
There were a few candidates
Uncle George Orange
was or declare its use a felony punthrough this section last week. visiting relatives and friends in ishable by a $10,000 fine or ten
years in prison—and thereby
Mr. Andrew J. Storms has this vicinity last week.
been ill the last few days.
Stallard Thomas, .of Piney created a controversy.
It's a great demoralizer for the
The little daughter of Mr. Grove, was here on business last
little woman over the washtub
and Mrs. Carl Rodgers is re- week.
ported to be quite ill.
Urey Robinson and wife, of to learn that the girl who uses
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Andrews Richmond, Va., and Thomas Rob- lipstick is more alluring than
visited relatives at Scottsburg inson and wife, of Baltimore, she who keeps the home fires
Sunday afternoon.
Md., both retired servicemen of burning, believes Mrs. Elinor McJ. M. Cook has been ill the World War I are scheduled to Vickar, director of laboratories
last few days.
meet here. In a few days for a at a cosmetic house, who adds:
"But the gentleman from TenHarmon Jones, of Scottsburg, visit to their sister, Mrs. J. M.
was here Sunday afternoon visit- Cook and brothers, Lucian and nessee certainly insinuates it's
the girls who use lipstick who
ing his sister, Mrs. W. M. Cart- Hugh Robinson and families.
attract the gents."
right.
That oft-wed dean of playboys,
The heavy rain fall
here
The domestic reindeer was inThursday and Friday has held troduced into North America Tommy Manville, who says he
up wheat combining for a few from Siberia, via Alaska, in 1891. never kisses women, anyway (he
days.
The largest increases in food just marries them), has his soluFarmers have about completed prices since 1939 have been for tion:
"I won't even marry 'em if
corn planting. The outlook for 9pples, potatoes, prunes and lard.
they don't use lipstick—furthermore I'll become a monk, go
up in the hills and make benedictine for the rest of my life."
Tommy, of course, usually sees
his women in night club atmosphere and as Frank Law, manager of the Glass Hat and Carnival clubs, says, "I can't imagine
anything worse than seeing a
woman in dimmed - out night
clubs without lipstick." But it
would be profitable as far as the
table linen
One-270 Acre tract; 2 miles from Farm- mits, adding:is concerned, he ad"I daresay our laundry bills
ersville on gravel road; has one 6-room dwell- could be cut in half if the girls
didn't use lipstick but I doubt
ing; tenant house; barn (60x70); 3 springs; 100 if the result would be worth the
ghostly feminine appearances."
It's the laundry that bothers
Acres creek valley land; 40 Acres timber; one
the wife of actor Elliott Nugent,
who
frequently arrives home
large pond.
from "The Voice of the Turtle"
smeared with extra-special heavy
pomade. But then, Elliott thinks
didn't mind even that until
Was $10,000; Now $8,500. A real bar- she
it became difficult to get shirts
laundered. He says:
gain.
"Actors' wives are hardened to
less depending on who is under
lipstick. I like lipstick, more of
it. The more you like the girl the
girl the less lipstick you want
between you."
At LaGuardia Field, Pvt. Jerome Garvey of Berea, Ohio,
rests his broom for a minute to
agree with Elliott, adding:
"I haven't been much of an
authority since joining the
Insurance and Real Estate
Army—but I think girls should
give out more with the lipstick
W. Main St.
Phone 54 instead of giving off with it."

Battle Of Lips

FOR SALE

C. A. Woodall

One hundred and fourteen Liberty ships have been named after
worn n.

Press Feature,)

what to say in his letters, when
he could get his mail, whIS saloons to stay out of, whist to
line up for pay, when to get
shots in the arm., sometimes even
when to take a shower—and you
ask me how does, it feel to get
out of the army.
"Before I became a soldier I
was a civilian for 28 years. I had
learned how to do my own thinking. It will be a pleasure to do my
own thinking again.
"Furthermore I am glad to be
out of airplanes. I don't think
they're practical and I doubt
they're here to stay. Nobody is
ever going to make me trust a
method of transportation where
you can't get out and walk if
it stops I unning.
"If that answers your question
come on over to my place and
I'll brief you for a low level attack on the Pimlico race track
next Saturday. I feel like I could
pick seven straight winners and
I won't need any handicapper
telling me how to do it."
My friend is a lot more eloquent than I am.

WashIngton — The first time
two MP's came into a cocktail
bar and I didn't reach for my
pass I knew the Army Was out
of my system.
I'm glad to be able to say that
a week after I got my discharge
I could hardly tell an MP from
a squadron barber without a
program. I was also completely
free of that impulse to salute
second lieutenants--one way or
another.
The discharged soldiers I know
just want to go back quietly to
a job. In two weeks you'd never
known they had been soldiers and
to tell the truth they never were
—just civilians in uniform.
I have noticed that discharged
soldiers adjust more easily to
civilian life than civilians adjust to discharged soldiers. The
civilians seem to feel that the
man coming out of the Army
needs special attention. It makes
him feel conscious and uncomfortable.
They press drinks on him in
bars. He'd rather they wouldn't
Maybe he can't afford to buy a
round when his turn comes.
They introduce him around
with embarrassing accounts of
his prowess in battle when he'd
By Jack Lewyn
a lot rather tell his own lies.
They imagine war is what veterMurray, Ky. — History may
ans want to talk about. Most
Nathan* B.
veterans would'be happier argu- have overlooked
ing politics, whether the Giants Stubblefield; maybe the name
can stay up there in the National
doesn't sound familiar. But oldLeague or what will happen
when Joe Louis and Billy Conn timers in this town of 5,000 will
get into a ring again.
tell you he's the true inventor of
Above all, civilians keep asking discharged soldiers how it radio.
With commercial broadcasting
feels to be out of the Army. All
we, ever can think of to say is now in its 25th year in the
"good" or "fine" or something United States, few people
equally inarticulate. It makes remember this Kentuckian who
us feel stupid. It makes it hard died, alone and embittered, a
to concentrate on being a civil- hermit of these hills.
ian.
Radio as we know it was inauYesterday a friend of mine gurated in 1920
with a broadcast
got his discharge and came home.
election bulletins
He was a tech sergeant top tur- of Harding-Cox
ret gunner on B-17s. He did 50 from KDKA in Pittsburgh, but
missions in the Mediterranean Stubblefield has been credited
and then out of curiosity went with inventing radio as early as
up and did 25 more over Ger- 1892, three years before Marconi
many. His curiosity is now satis- sent an received his first wireless signals across 'his father's
ieI called him up to welcome him Italian estate.
back. Of course the first thing I
Later a few close friends
asked him was, "How does it,
watched Stubblefield demonfeel to be out of the Army?"
"Listen, Cooper," he said. "Did strate his invention in a "queeryou ever know I came from looking box," so the story goes,
Texas? Well, the reason you and in 1902 he broadcast successdidn't was because I am the only fully from a steamship to the
living Texan who never bragged banks of the Potomac after pubabout Texas. I don't think the lic demonstrations in Washingpart of Texas where I come from
ton, New York and Philadelphia.
is fit to live in. That's how much
Apparently he never revealed
of an individualist I am.
"Well, for four years that indi- the secret of his "voice broadvidualist was told what clothes caster," as he himself described
to wear, when to get his hair cut, it in 1902. He said only:
when to get his pants pressed, "These vibrations reproduce
when to shine his shoes, when to sounds in receivers tuned to conshave, when to eat, where to eat, vey them to the listening ear.
what to eat, when to leave camp,
when to get back, where to sleep, What this apparatus consists of
what style to make his bed, when or how it does its work, I will
to mop the floor, what side of his not tell you."
Recognition slipped from his
head to wear his flight cap on,

Kentuckian True
Inventor Of Radio
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DADDY WON'T BE BACK—Mrs. James Morrison, who was informed her husband was kilitil
action on Okinawa April 30, reads to her five children at their home in Oklahoma City,
the last letter received from their daddy. Left to right: Jackie, 2; David, 10; Carol, 10
lerry, 7, and Barbara, 4. (AP Photo)
grasp, but nobody seems able to
say just what happened. Stubble"
field retired and died in poverty.
But he has not been entirely
forgotten. Citizens of Murray, on
March 28, 1930, erected a monument to his memory on the campus of Murray State College near
the site of his home and "broadcasting" station. A wreath is laid
at the foot of the mounment
every year.
In 1944 the Kentucky General
Assembly adopted a resolution,
which reads:
"The General Assembly of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky
hereby publicly recognizes Nathan B. Stubbleffield, who was a
native of the city of Murray, Calloway county, Kentucky, as the
true inventor of the radio, and it
is the sentiment of the General
Assembly that said Nathan B.
Stubblefield is entitled to the
highest honor and respect at the
hands of the people of this commonwealth and of this nation for
his outstanding scientific
achievement and public service."
Stubblefield's invention never
was found after his death.
ATHLETES FOOT GERM
Kill It For 3c
"Biggest seller in years" say
druggists everywhere. Why? Teol is more than a surface application. Contains 90% alcohol.
MAKES IT PENETRATE. Reaches mbre germs faster. Apply
Full Strength for itchy, sweaty
or smelly feet. If not pleased
your 35c back. Today at Wood
ad
Drug Store.

pocket top. Stitch it in with
corners.
Rework snaps, hooks, em
ather fastenings. Resew lowe
tons with strong thread,
a shank of threadoo the
By Vivian Brown
hole can slip under the
Often a garment will give bet- without straining the
cloth.
ter service if it is reinforced beUntil 1896 Miami, Fla.,
fore it is worn. A few well placed
Indian trading post that
stitches suggested by clothing ed
two dwelling places, a
specialists of the U. S. Depart- house, and a small
fort.
ment of Agrieulture will help
Rice was introduced into
a lot.
To strengthen a narrow or United States in 1699 at Char
loosely stitched seam on an inex- ton, S. C.
pensive garment such as a housedress, restitch seam about 1-16
inch deeper. Set machine at 14 to
16 stitches per inch. On a better
garment, rip out and restitch
any broken, knotty, drawn or
crooked stitching.... If material
frays, run a row of machine
stitching near cut edges. Lacing
a machine or working with material that frays badly, overcasting
may be done by hand.
Where threads dangle, fasten
off thread ends, pulling to the inside and tying securely. Or, run
them through a needle and fasten
with a few over-and-over stitches.
While we've won one vat
If a binding is sewed too close
we have another to fine&
to the edge in some places, rip
Materials and facilities are
it, and move it in a little deeper,
still needed for war produo
tion.
being careful not to stretch the
It may be a long tine
edge.
before you can get another
Rehem a hem that is not seautomobile. Better keep do
curely stitched with blind stitches
ono you have in good nm.
that will not show on the right
ning order. Don't neglect
necessary repairs for lack
side.
of money.
Strengthen the end of a placket
Sere or phone us for a
with extra stitches; or sew tape
loan--todayl
stays across ends on underside.
Snap or button tape plackets in
new wartime garments can often
be replaced with old sippers from
discarded skirts or dresses.
Reinforce blouse pocket cor- Finance Corp. of Ky.
ners by stitching at corners of
Anna May Nesmith, mange
opening. To make dress and
Princeton, Kentucky
apron pockets more sturdy, lay
a piece of tape on the underside of garment in line with

First Aid For
Your Clothes

CASH
to Keep Your
Car Rolling
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PRINTING PLAYTIME!
TO EXPEDITE
YOUR WORK
See our newt arrivals

But Order Your Supplies Early! Avoid Delays!
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
Unlike the busses, the railroads, and some other business, we are not
asking our customers to do without, but we are urging that you help us
in avoiding the peak loads brought about when a number of people all

Princeton Federal Savings And
Loan Association

want their orders at once! In a rush!

in. play-clothes—summer skirts (in cotton
and silk) — bathing
suits, summer blouses
and sweaters.

JUNE 30, 1945
ASSETS
First Mortgage Loans _

LIABILITIES
$260,216.27

Real Estate Sold Contract

5,369.32

TOTAL

4,200.00
_

16,891.14

$501,683.73

$455,592.53

Mortgage Pledged Shares

215,000.00

Stock Federal H. L. Bank
_______

Members Share Accounts

Cash Dividends due 7-2-45

U. S. War Bonds

CU

In these days of hustle and bustle because of the war, it is realized
that many in business are apt to overlook attention to details, such as
their supplies of printing and, too, because of a sharp increase in the rate

6,942.45
.50

Special reserves,

701.08

OtallerUrnigrerifier-

26,375.00

Undivided Profits

11,983.17

$501,883.7s

Current Dividend Rate 91
/
2% on Members Share Accounts of $455,592.53 hag just
beer diStributed.
C. M. WOOD, Seeretury-Treasurer,

,art

We have an assortment of sun suits and

89.00

Loans in process

TOTAL

of consumption of these supplies in frequent cases, they run short far
ahead of the customary expectancy.
Although The Leader will continue to bend every effort in meeting
every service demand, it is urging its customers to make frequent in-

playsuits for children.

ventories of their printed supplies, so as to anticipate their needs far
enough in advance so that we may give service which will cause no one
inconvenience or annoyance.
Thank you!

THE PRINCETON LEADER

Visit our Store today for your Summer wearing
apparel
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he wedding of Miss Dorothy
group of ilopkinsville girls
for
Bristol, Va., where she will
rie Gray, daughter of Mr
at• Mrs. C. E. Gray, Rose City,
tend Sequoya Camp for
girls for
/ Miss Elizabeth Eaddy will* re- 8 weeks.
k., and the Rev. Archie D.
ith, took place Sunday afterturn to her home in Cleveland,
n. June 24. at the Rose City
Mrs. Nettie G. Feeney has
0., today after a weeks' visit
reberiand Presbyterian Church
turned to her home in New
with
o'ciocs, with the Rev: L p.
Miss. Suzanne Sparks, Ed- Orleans, La., after
a visit with
dyville Road.
&Dow. Springfield, Mo., perrelatives here.
• • •
• • •
ling the double ring cere..
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Darnell,
y in the presence of friends
Miss
Detroit, Mich., are visiting rela- ermast Margaret Werner, quartrelatives.
er
tives
here. Mrs. Darnell is the land Mfg.inspector at Cumberhe bride, given in marriage
Co., the last three
former
Linda Jane Williamson. months,
her father, wore • an afterleft last Wednesday for
• • •
n frock of blue crepe with
Greenville, Ala., where she has
Mrs. John F. Tracey and little been
ite accessories. She carried a
transferred.
son, Barry, are visiting Mr. and
• *
ite Bible topped with an atMrs. F. B. Green and Mrs. J. K.
gement of stephanotis.
Misses Anna Garrett and Jean
Love,
Jr.,
in Columbus, S. C.
cs. Melvin Durham, Bowie,
Carolyn Ratliff returned Friday
• • •
was her sister's matron
from University of Texas,
AusKelley
Martin
left Tuesday af- tin,
honor. Miss Vouyne Eagle,
ternoon for Oklahoma City, the where they attended school
th Little Rock, Ark., was
last year. Their mother, Mrs.
Okla., where he was called on R.
'd of honor. Both were atB. Ratliff, who is employed
account of the death of his at
in pink frocks, with pink
Zanesville, 0., spent last
sisterin-law,
Mrs. E. B. Martin. week-end with
white accessories and wore
them here.
•
•
•
• • •
ages of sweet peas.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Davis, Mr. VMr. and
rs. Eugene Cowherd sang
Mrs. Dick Martin and
and Mrs. Thomas Amoss, Mrs. son, James
cause' and "Ah, Sweet MysFranklin, returned
Curtis Mitchell and daughter, to their
of Life," accompaAd by
home in Shelbyville,
Doroth
y,
Paducah, and little Tenn., Wednesday
. Robertson. Mr. Eugene
after a visit
Patty Fleming are spending this with Mr.
herd served as best man.
and Mrs. John Loftts,
week
at
the
ushers were E. E. Springer
Resettlement Park, Jr., and family, Eagle
street.
near Dawson Springs, on a
• • •
E. R. Evans.
camping trip.
t the time of her marriage
Mrs. Al Thomas rage returral
td.
• •
"
. Smith was attending BethMonday night from
Mr. acid Mrs.. Jack Powers and ingston, Alexandria, Camp LivCollege, ,McKenzie, Tenn., SANDTRAP ILIPLOSI01
La., where
1isttYAamtliQn•(above) of San An- son,
tonio, Tex., blasts ball from
'Jack Baker,- returned --to her husband is station
re she a member of Alpha
sandtr
ed in the
aries to the Victory National Golfap to green during prelimintheir home in Hampton, Va., Army. She will
SECRETARY PERKINS BIDS FAREWELL—S
Sigma sorority.
champi
onship
begin
ecretary of Labor
s
at Calumet
her duties Frances
Monday after a visit with her as manager of
s (left), wearing a new hat, shakes hands
ev. Mr. Smith received his Country'club, Chicago. (AP Photo).
the new Arnold employesPerkin
with
in
her
depart
parent
ment
s,
at a farewell recept
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Shoppe around July 15.
A. and B. D. degrees from rangement
of white carnations. during which the club decide
banked room in the labor building in Washingtonion in a flower• • •
d to Childress, Eagle street.
el College and is a member Miss Elizab
as
a
prelim
inary
to her retirement July 1. Behind her stands
eth Patrum, sister of discontinue its meetings for
• • •
A. F. Hinrichs,
the
e Phi Delta Sigma fraterni- the bride,
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Dorris, Pro- acting director of the bureau
was maid of honor, summer, Miss Virginia Morga
of
labor
statisti
cs.
(AP
Wireph
oto)
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Willingham vidence, spent Sunday with
n
and Stanley Deboe, Greensboro, had charge of
her
the program.
D. T. Woodall, Marion, is
left Tuesday for Fulton, where parents, the Rev. and
er a wedding trip in Ten- served as best
Mrs. J. F. visitin
man.
Plans
ere
discus
sed
g his sister, Mrs. E. N. Buffet Supper
for
they
a plcArkansas and Illinois, the
will make their home. Mr. Claycombe, E. Market street.
After a short wedding trip charge of the progra
m.
Crayne and daughter, Mrs. GordMrs. R. H. Dalzell entertained
Willingham has been employed
le will make their home in through the
•
•
•
South, the couple nic to be held by club members, there
on Bright.
ceton, where he is pastor will be
with the I. C. Railway Co.
with a buffet supper at her
Mrs. H. S. Eblen will arrive
at home in Franklin, date -of which will be announ
• • •
ced the last year.
the Cumberland Presbyter- where Mr.
Friday from Kansas City, Mo.,
home on Green street, Sunday
Traylor has accept- later.
• • •
Church.
\ Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Collier, night, at 6
ed a position as Vocational Agriwhere
she
o'clock, in honor of
has
been visiting her
Present were Mesdames Frank
Mrs. Henry
Mrs. Hewlett McDowell, Route daughters, Mrs.
cultural instructor in the Simp- Craig, Donal Wilmot
Clarence Ulmer son, Bobby, Wahlfeld and little -her daughter, Nettie Jo, on her
h, Ralph 1, Princeton, is recove
and Miss Mary Ellen birthday. Present were
son County High
ring from and Mrs. Thomas C. Stephens
rum-Traylor
MarSchool in Blazier, Zonweiss Nave and the a major
Collier left Sunday for Peoria, garet Terry
operation at Jennie since November.
Davis, Marjorie
hostess; Misses Parnilia Gordon Stewar
e marriage of Miss Dixie Franklin.
Ill., and points in Michigan for Stembridge,
t
Hospita
l,
Hopkin
sville
•
Sue
•
.
Farmer, J
•
and Virginia Morgan.
urn, daughter of Mrs. Frank
a two weeks' vacation.
Mrs. Bill Phillips, Louisville,
phine Creekmur, Mary
The hostess served cantaloupe
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Woodurn, of Greensboro, to Mr. French-Harney
• • •
spent last week with friend
Farmer
,
Betty
Sue
Pruett, N s all, Anderson, Ind., are
topped with ice cream at the
on 0. Traylor, son of Mrs.
visiting
here.
G. W. Blackburn has returned tie Jo and Roberta Daizell
The marriage of Miss Lelia
close of the meeting.
and
his sister, Mrs. Gordon Bright to
. Traylor, Princeton, Route Kathryn
• • •
his home here after several Dorothy Joiner.
French and Mr. Meland family, and other relativeg days'
•k place Wednesday after- vin Lewis
treatment in the I. C.
vMr. and Mrs. Arthur Mc- in
Harney, both of New
Princeton.
, June 27, at the Methodist Albany,
Hospital, Paducah.
Gough, Stanford, spent last week
Ind., took place at Wes- Mrs. Lester Hostess
rch, Glasgow.
ley Chapel, New Albany, Satend with his parents, Mr. and
To
e altar was banked with urday,
New
Counc
il
Grou
p
Mrs. J. W. McGough and other
June 23, at 2 o'clock, with
and large baskets
Group No. 2 of the Womans' relatives here.
of the Rev. Carl Allinger, rector,
g flowers and lighted with officlating,
Counci
l
• • •
of the First Christian
using the double
ing white tapers.
Church met at the home of Mrs.
ring ceremony.
Mrs. J. R. McCarty returned
e bride wore a white street
The bride wore a white linen Henry C. Lester, North Jeffer- from Mt. Sterling and Winchestwith black
son street, Monday night, July er Friday morning
accessories. dress with white accessories
after a visit
and
flowers were a shoulder ar7 carried
pink rosebuds. The at- 7. This newly organized group with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
is
compo
sed
of young women of A. C. Bogie and other relativ
tendants, Misses Elnora Harney,
es.
• • •
sister of the bridegroom, and the church.
Officer
s
elected were Mrs. H. -1 Mrs. E. B. Lindsa
Patsy Ruth French, sister of the
y, Elkton, is
bride, were also
attired in C. Lester, leader; Mrs. Ernest visiting her daughter, Mrs. G.
Smith, Miss Mamie Wilson and M. Pedley
white.
and family, Locust
Mrs. Harney is the elder Mrs. John A. Page. assistant street.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. leaders; Miss Marietta Stallins,
• • •
Eual French, of New Albany, secretary; and
Miss\ Dorothy
Miss Laurine Jones, Ft. Knox,
Jordan
,
treasur
er.
formerly of the Scottsburg comspent Thursday and Friday with
Present were Misses Elizabeth freind
munity, She is a graduate of
s and relatives here.
Wilson
,
Mamie
Wilson, Clara
Cobb High School, and is em• • •
Jean
Cash,
Myrlen
e Cash, Anna
ployed in New Albany.
Mrs. Vergil Nuckols, HopkinsFrench
,
Doroth
y Jordan, Mariet- ville Road, is recove
Mr. Harney- is the son of Mr.
ring from
and Mrs. G. G. Harney, Lexing- ta Stallins; Mesdames John A. a major operation at
Jennie
Page
and
Ernest
Smith. After Stewart Hospital, Hopkiri
ton. He has recently been dissville.
charged from the Army, and the business meeting, refreshments of watermelon and soft
is employed in Louisville.
Mrs. Bedford McChesney and
Following a 10-day wedding drinks were served
by the little son, Don, are
visiting relahostess
.
trip to Lexington the couple is
.
tives in Memphis, Tenn.
The meeting adjourned after
Crisp and cool, or sheer and cool . . . we have
at home at 230 Market street,
• • •
the benediction by the group.
New Albany.
Frank Laswell was a business
visitor in Louisville Friday.
A speck of mace or sweet marjust the dress you have been wanting for the
• • •
Newsom-Holmes
joram added to squash, served
Mrs. Robertta Laverty returnThe marriage of Miss Nova any method, puts a new interest
ed to Excelsior Springs, Mo.,
Leigh Newsom and SCl/C Rob- in this summer vegetable.
Saturday after a visit with relaert D. Holmes took place at
Inspect leftovers and use tives here.
the Church of Revelations, Reno, prompt
ly in warm weather as
•
Nev., Sunday morning, June 17, they
may lose their freshness
Miss Virginia Bowie Satterat 9:30 o'clock, with the Rev. and flavor.
field left last Wednesday with
William Eckelberk, officiating.
The bride wore a lime suit
with black accessories and her
corsage was of red rosebuds.
The bridegroom was in uniform.
Mrs. Holmes is a graduate of
Cobb High School, class of
1944, and since her graduation
has been an employe of the
Princeton Cream and Butter
Co. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. J. Newsom, of the
Friendship community.
SC1/C Holmes, a son of Mr.
Invite you to visit their store and see their
and Mrs. Lawrence "Holmes,
Cadiz street, is a graduate of
the 1941 Class of Cobb High
selection of fur coats . ..
School, and has been in the
Navy 3 years.
Mrs. Holmes - will remain at
her home on East Main street.

Mrs. Curry Hostess
To Evitom Club

I

The Evitom Club of the Central Presbyterian Church me
Friday night, June 29, at the
home of Mrs. Charles Curry
Eagle street.
• g the bus' eas session,

Store

Will Be Closed Each

Wednesday Afternoon
12:11 O'clock Noon For a One-Half Holiday for Our Emsad continuing throughout July and August.
Your kind cooperation will be appreciated.

The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Major Brown,
Crider, on the birth of a son,
Paul Dane, June 28, at Princeton
Hospital.

he Censor
Makes No Sense
Salt Lake City — Ernest McPowell Adair of Ogden, Utah, an
Army technician, fifth grade,
sent his citizenship papers to
U. S. district court for filing here.
Army censors had neatly scissored out the place of naturalizaion from Adair's petition, and
he papers weren't complete with
hat information lacking.
But attached to the petition—
nd unmolested by the censor—
was a certificate of naturalizaion showing the place as Manchester, England.
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Regensburg—The Third Army
—Patton's Army—corn bine d
flamboyance and dash with the
skill of its pistol totin commander to muscle its way across
France and Germany in one of
the war's most spectacular
surges.
A polyglot collection of divi•
sions from other armies, it started from Normandy's treacherous
hedgerows and dashed throulgh
the St. Lo gap, made by the 1st
Army, with such speed that the
whole plan of the European cam-

paign had to be changed.
Instead of throwing its main
weight against Brittany, its columns moved east toward Lamina, south and southwest
through Faval and Lorient, west
toward Brest and north toward
St, Maio.
The Germans fought grimly
to hold the Falaise-Argenton
pocket, but at the same time
Patton was sending a column
into Chartres and toward Paris.
The enemy was completely befuddled. The advencing Americans, plunging north, overran

is that New Water-Mixed Paint that is
use. It goes on so quickly and the results
to
easy
so
are simply beautiful. Dries in 30 minutes.

SPRED

SPRED coven

most surfaces in
one coat... One Gallon is enough
for the average room!

SPRED mixes rapidly with water
... no hard stirring and mixing!

SPRED comes in 11 beautiful colthey clean easily
ors and white
with a little soap and water.

With Spring-Filled Studio Bed!

Nazi batteries with guns pointing the other way.
The army advanced so fast
that three planned paratroop
operations in front of them were
cancelled because the ground
forces got there before the
scheduled time of the parachute
drops.
Patton's men stood aside to let
the French stride into Paris, and
then sent their tanks charging
through the Argonne, one of the
deadliest battlefields of World
War I, without losing a man.
Then fell what may go down
as one of the worst tactical setbacks of the war. With the Germans in headlong retreat, Patton's patrols crossed the Moselle, got beyond Metz and were
reported in the vicinity of Saarbrucken.
But after the faIl of Verdun,
the 3rd Army's gasoline gave
out. It had outrun its supply
lines. During the four days it
took to get more, the Germans
came back. They dug in on the
east bank of the Moselle and for
a time it was murderous along
that river of so many battles.
Some of the boys forced a
crossing early in September, but
they were wiped out. Late in
November after Metz had been
taken by assault for the first
time since Attila, the Hun, we
found their skeletons around
their shattered assault_bpats.
Fts. Driant and St. Jeanne
d'Arc on the Moselle surrendered on condition the facts not be
made public. The commanders
feared their families in Germany
would suffer. The forts broadcast
our ammunition exhausted, our
food is low," but we found plenty
of both in the forts.
In the battle of France, the
3rd had been fighting on fronts
500 miles apart with flanks hundreds of miles long. Now it turned to a new task, the rescue of
Bastogne in the Von Rundstedt
breakthrough.
It accomplished one of the
most difficult of all military
tasks, swinging from the attack
on one front to attack on another-120 miles away in some
instances. One company of tanks,
marching 69 miles through snow
and ice in one day, was shooting
at Germans on the new front
that night.
The Germans hurled 17 blazing counter attacks against the
3rd in their effort to reencircle
Bastogne. The most critical day
was Dec. 30 when the enemy
threw in five divisions.
"The fighting quality of
American troops never reached
a higher level than in this operation," Patton said. "Neither intolerable weather nor the best
of troops in the possession of the
Germans were able to stop them
or prevent their supply."
Still crunctiing through snow
and ice, the 3rd's doughboys
jumped the Sauer and Our
Rivers in Februa,y with surprisingly few casualties. A captured
German officer said Patton got
away with it because "we didn't
think even the Americans were
fools enough to try chossings
under such weather conditions."
Patton reportedly was supposed to be holding while other
troops stormed the Roer. The
story goes that he was called on
the carpet, and talked himself
out of a jam by theorizing that
if you are leaning against a barn
door and the door falls you don't
stay suspended in the air.
The drive to the Rhine, over
the only useable road on the 3rd
Army front, was tops in military
maneuvering. And the Rhine

By Charles C. Haslet
(ASSOCiat.d

A General MacArthur Garden
Medal (above) will go to a limited
number of Boy Scouts in each
community who do superior Jobs
in raising and harvesting a variety of produce in gardens of at
least 400 square feet. It is provided by the National Victory
Garden Institute. Boy Scouts
throughout the nation are not
only planting gardens but wiU
also work on farms. The Green
Thumb Certificate (below) will go
:o every Scout raising food and
reporting it to his Local Boy
,
Scout Council.

crossing without advance preparation by the light oi a full
moon and in the glare of a burning ammunition dump was another sensation.
Germany was France all over
again, another rout. The army
which twice pierced the Siegfried line captured Frankfurt,
sliced the Reich in two with the
first entry into Czechoslovaki
and drove into Austria to meet
the Russians near Linz.
Through it all, Patton, who
could win hands down in a contest with the toughest sailor in
a swearing contest, bounded
around the front in a cub plane
or in a jeep with an ear-jarring
horn which sounded like a
streamliner blowing for a crossing—cajoled here, read the riot
act there, to keep his outfit moving.
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,
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Washington—Experts in the
Agriculture Department say the
Office of Price Administration's
drive to obtain more equal distribution of meats by channeling
more of it through federally inspected plants is accomplishing
results.
OPA recently clamped on nonfederally inspected plants an order permitting them to slaughter only 75 percent of their 1944
production of beef during 1945
and only 50 percent of the number of hogs.
This was designed to divert
more meat to federally inspected
plants and to obtain more equitable distribution and curb black
market activities.
Meats from non-federally inspected plants cannot move in
interstate commerce under federal laws and the government
cannot purchase it for the armed
forces or any other government
use. Hence these meats are consumed principally in the localities where the non-federally inspected slaughter houses are
located.
About 72 percent of the meat
slaughtered in 1944 was inspected
under federal regulations. Total
meat production for this year is
estimated at 22% billion pounds,
nine percent less than last year's
record output. Department officials believe a- greater proportion
of it will be inspected than last
year.
Here is how federal inspection
works:
The packing plant or the
slaugterer applies for federal inspection of the meat. Veterinarians or lay inspectors, paid by the
federal government, are assigned
to the plants.
To pass inspection the plant
must have good sanitary facilities, including plenty of pure
water and adequate lighting.
There are technical requirements

Fliers Walk Home
Comfy With Kits
(BY Associated Press)

LAXATIVE?

Kunming, China — The American Red Cross has helped prepare "walk-out kits" for the
benefit of fliers who come back
from missions the hard way.
The kits have been cached by
the Army at isolated outposts for
easy access by airmen on toot.
They contain medical and first
aid items supplied by the Army
Medical Corps and comfort and
recreational items supplied by
the Red Cross.
Each kit, designed for use by
five men, contains toothpaste
and toothbrushes, shaving cream,
razors and blades, cigarettes and
matches, soap, needles and
thread, assorted buttons, pocket
combs, notebooks and pencils,
chewing gum, hard candy and a
deck of cards.

Black-Draught ie
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always economical

Rome Gorges Itself
On New Press Freedom

Need a'

Rome—Freedom of the press
came to Rome last year with toe
Eternal City's liberation and perhaps no place in the world takes
this cherished right more literally.
Journalistic Rome today resembles pamphleteering colonial
America and the florid "ought to
horsewhipped" type of editorializing common in America
through the Civil War.
The emphasis is on hot local
politics and crimes of passion.
For 21 years no one could be
murdered under Fascism, nor
could a man's death be suicide in
the public prints. Under Il Duce
one either died naturally so far
as the newspapers were concerned, or one didn't die.

such as to the height of rails on
which animals are moved along
after slaughter. They must be
high enough to prevent the meats
touching the floor.
The inspectors then check the
slaughtered animals for diseases.
Diseased meats have to be destroyed.
Latest available reports show

that more than 1,000 plants, including most of the larger ones,
are federally inspected. About
half of these do no slaughtering,
but meat processing only.
OPA estimated about the time
it ordered restrictions that some
15,000 slaughters were licensed
under non-federal (state) inspection arrangements, most of them
small operators.
The Agriculture Department
says 3,000 federally paid inspec-

tors are checking the mem,
the

1,000 plants.
“Any reduction in
slaughter' •
In non-federally
insPected
naturally drifts toward plan
inspected plants," said federajl
one °tilt
ial of the WFA marketing semi
"It may take a little tics
get adjusted under the
ord
er. Eventually we hope OPA
to set
meats inspected by Sever,
state or city to insure an tutox.,
tamiriated supply."
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Can a tire be recapped more than once?
Can a synthetic tire be recapped?
Can a synthetic tire be vulcanized?
Can a large hole in a synthetic tube
canized?

vul-

Can a tire that has a large hole in it, be vulcanized, than recapped?

PROTECT YOUR TIRES NOW—AND RECAP WITH
600x16 .... $6.70

550x17 ... $6.55
500x19 .. • . $6.05
Other sizes in proportion.
Tubes, Batteries, Reliners, Boots.
We are synthetic experts.
Phone 5!

(Opposite Hitch Rack)
211 N. Harrison St.
Princeton,
Frank Laswell, Owner

ThreeCute Numbers
for Summer Wear
GRADUATED perforations, radiating from the
bow, form the decoration on this attractive
low heeled pump. Trim
and shipshape as the
porthole openings, you
will find it suitable for
many occasions. In white
leather.

GLEAMING black patent to put a sparkling
finish to your costume.
Beautifully tailored to
please the eyes and ease
the feet.

patent

Gleaming black
border
with perforated
fat
bows
Winged
and
look! It
that look-again
has a medium high he
lath.
for comfort and a
wee.
long
er sole for
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cellent grade of covers and comes complete. A "top"
value.
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A practical piece of furniture of unrivaled popularity
This fine model has bullt-in spring construction, ex-

A nice selection of beautifully constructed chajrs
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rn, aecor

.v.s. No.

Due to the local shortage, a
large amount of Argentine alfalfa seed was used in Mason county this year.

• INEXPENSIVE
• PURE
• WHOLESOME
• PROTECTIVE
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Prize Lamb Sells
For $1.20 A Pound

at Too rate To
latit Corn Crop

still time to plant
There is
iccording to a statement
Agricultural
the Kentucky
Station.
riment
varieties of corn will
Ian)'
mature in Kentucky
planted as late as July 10
at the Station
15," crops mefl.
hybrid corn pro-us. No. 13
be satisfactory.
would
•r
safer to
Over, it would be
earlier hybrid
some of the
'dies grown in more northcorabelt.
rs parts of the
-day
-some of the ordinary 90
-arieties grown in the past under
such as have
' umstances
this season
Kentucky
ted in
satisfactory,
sho would be
qf land stays wet until too
soybeans for
to plant corn,
be about the only feed

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE
Phone
Princeton. K.

A 110-pound lamb that soft
of the 4-H club division of th
for $1.20 a pound was champion
annual fat lamb Show at Lexington. It was owned by Carlisle
Besuden of Clark county. Richard Honaker of Jessamine county had the reserve champion 4-H
lamb. It weighed 85 pounds and
brought 31 cents.
Clark county also furnished
the champion pen of 15 lamb.
It averaged 93 pounds a lamb
and sold for $19.60 a hundre
Fayette county had the reserve
champion pen, which brought
$18,65.

To Promote Forestry
Leslie county's postwar plans
give major attention to forests. A
total of 216,549 acres are in forest, or 82 percent of the area of
the county. Plans include control
of fires, reforestation of eroded
land and education to halt clearing of steep hillsides.

Big Clover Production

I

When County Agent R. .
Rankin of Adair county visited
the farm of Rollin Murrell he
saw 500 bales of red clover hay
put up with a pick-up bale
from six ad a half acres. The
field was limed and given a
heavy dose of reek phosphate a
year ago.
hay, millet and sudan grass
crops that could be grown."

arms, UK Advice

Destroys Bermuda Grass

Makes Alfalfa Silage

Weldon King of Hickman
county says he has found a way
to destroy Beimuda grass. After
several years of experimenting
he tried applying large amounts
of limestone and superphosphate and then sowing ladino
Warren Thompson examined the
white clover. County Agent
field and said Mr. King had the
Bermuda grass licked.

J. E. Ramsey, of Christian
county, put 55 acres of alfalfa in
a silo. This is the ninth year he
has used alfalfa silage for feed- ,
ing dairy cattle and for iattening beef cattle. He also is using
crimson clover pasture, which
he told County Agent William
D. Talbert was worth $27 an
acre in beef production.

Farmers should use their war
incomes to improve the land
they now own rather than invest in more land, Pulaski county's postwar soil improvement
committee believes. The com- reverted to woodland. With promittee's report is summarized per
management this large
OAK,
Per diateinfert of rofsom
by County Agent Hugh Hurst acreage should be made a source
ECZEMA, Prickly Heal, Sonborn, lickbites.
Mosquito
err
Cklegor
as follows:
log Skin,
of great and permanent income
Sweaty
IM•IP Or 'cooky lick, Tired
"Farmers as a class are in to our people."
reel. A cooling, soothing lotion. Get
II anywhere 64o or by mall. PIM/
better economic position at presLaboratories, Mune.. Ala.
ent than they have been for
Twenty soldiers from the ConMany years. There is a tendency valescent hospital at Fort Thomas
for some of them to speculate made a tour of the farm of John
W. W. Johnson
in buying additional farm land. Miller in Campbell county.
This ready cash which many
J. B. Cammack is the first
J. Y. O'Bannon
have could be better used for Montgomery county farmer to
the improvement of the land make ensilage from alfalfa.
For Immediate
which they n6w own. In the
Delivery On
postwar period Pulaski county
WOMEN HELP HARVEST TEXAS WHEAT—A combine unloads wheat into a truck driven by a farmers should turn their atMONUMENTS
woman at Amarillo, Texas, as the Texas Panhandle wheat harvest reaches full stride. Housewives and tention to the following 10
school girls donned slacks to drive trucks and tractors as labor shortage developed. (AP Wire- practices:
OUR STOCK—THE
SEE
photo)
"1. Soil improvement through
LARGEST IN WEST KY.
the use of soil amendments.
Nitrogen Boosts
Kentucky Lambs Win
One hundred and fifty thousand
Paducah Granite
Yield Of Burley
At Tri-State Show
acres of Pulaski county land is
If you suffer from hot flashes,
Stone Co.
Tests made at the Kentucky in need of lime, and 8,000 tons
Kentucky boys and girls carMarble,
feel weak, nervous. highstrung,
d off major awards in the
Agricultural Experiment Station of phosphate should be used a bit blue at times—due to the func402 South 3rd Street
"middle-age" period peculiar to
tional
that
4-H Ciub division of the annual
great medicine—Lydia
Paducah, Kentucky
Dearborn, Mich, July 3—Plans at Lexington indicated
•
annually in building Pulaski women—try this
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to
Tri-State Lamb Show and Sale
burley *tobacco yields may be county's soil.
Phone '199
relieve such symptoms. Pinkham's
for 1946 Ford, Mercury and Linof
one
It's
NATURE.
HMIS
at Evansville, Ind.
increased as much as six pounds
"2. There is an urgent need in Compound
the best known medicines for this
coin car and truck production
for each pound of nitrogen ap- the county for more and better purpose. Follow label directions.
Completing with lambs from
.prograrn were
—
— —
ITlinois and Indiana, James and distribution
plied, until a yield of about' pastures. Perhaps as much is
Ford
by
1,500 pounds to the acre is 20 percent of land now being
Rushing, Lyon county, Ky., 4-H discussed here last week
executives, regboy, won the grand champion- Motor Company
reached. After that the increases cultivated should be converted
ional and branch managers and
LISTEN TO LISA SERGIO... BLUE NETWORK... EVERY MONDAY
ship on his 100-pound lamb, assistants, and branch plant sup- were smaller.
in to permanent pastures.
The Station's report says
which sold for $1.30 a pound. erintendents.
"3. Cover crops of small
Rushing also had the champion
The meetings opened Monday quality of tobacco improves as grains of winter legumes should
pens of three and 10 lambs, and in the Ford Rotunda with a talk yield increaseS until 1,500 to be used on all land following
Judy Lester, Lyon county 4-H by J. R. Davis, director of sales 1,800 pounds to the acre are row crops. More than 25,000
girl, had the champion pen of and advertising.
reached. An excessive supply of acres of cropland is left bare
Mr. Davis indicated
nitrogen, however, will delay each year in this county.
five lambs,
The pens of three and five
maturity and may lower quality.
"4. Con t our cultivation is
lambs sold for 23 cents a pound
war line of Ford, Mercury and needed on 30,000 acres of cropand the pen of 10 lambs for 22
Lincoln automobiles would be land each year.
cents.
greatly expanded to provide mod"5. Two thousand farm reserKentucky 4-H club members
els and body styles to cover every voirs are needed to furnish an
three
and many
won the first
price field from the lowest to adequate and dependable source
II, $1.75
the finest in style and perform- of water for livestock.
other placings in all rings.
INDIANA ORDNANCE WORKS ance in the automotive industry.
to give more
need
Farmers
"6.
INDIANA
CHARLESTON,
The meeting was highlighted
conserving manure
Soil Treatments
Wednesday by a luncheon ad- attention to
The Kentucky Agricultural E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS dress from Henry Ford II. He and crop residues. Thousands of
& CO., INC.
Experiment Station reports good
outlined the company's proposed dollars are lost each year
increases in crop production on
150 million dollar expansion pro- through carelessness in handCONSTRUCTION DIVISION
its outlying experiment fields
gram, designed to step up Ford's ling these valuable plant foods.
BOTANY LANOLIN...Dry
last year where superphosphate, Openings in the following jobs: share in the automotive business.
"7. Open and tile drainage is
limestone, potash and manure
Laborers - Patrolmen
skin takes its exit cui, from the
the
that
Emphasizing, however,
needed on 5,000 acres of cropwere used.
Carpenters - Painters
company still has a war job to
regular use of these fine beauty
land.
Use of phosphate alone indo.
on
aids. Extra rich in lanolin, the
needed
are
Terraces
creased corn yields 17 bushels Also need.,c1 by sub-contractor
"8.
less
become
services
"As our
Sheet Metal Workers &
to the acre; wheat yields, 9
and less necessary to the direct 20,000 acres of cropland to prowonder Ingredient that helps to
Linemen Electrical
bushels, and hay yields, 760
war effort," he said, "we will tect it from erosion.
maintain the oil balance so espounds. Limestone added to the
Work week 54 hours, time and complete the shift from war`work
"9. More perennial legumes
sential for o lovely complexion.
phosphate gave further increasautomobiles
of
assembly
mass
in excess to
are needed, especially alfalfa.
es, and the addition of potash one half for all hours
just as rapidly as government readaptof forty.
Kudzu may prove to be
still greater production.
strictions are removed.
"We will do everything in our able on many acres which are
Company representative will inpower to shorten the transition now producing little or no reterview and hire at:
Hens Like Service
period, and to prevent a serious turns.
Pullets self-fed cafeteria style
slump in employment which
"10. More attention should be
laid more eggs than those fed in
would' result from a prolonged given to the protection of forests.'
a regular way, in a test at the
car
passenger
of
postponement
Robinson Experiment Substation
Pulaski county has approxiproduction for civilian use."
at Quicksand, Breathitt county.
mately 85,000 acres in woodland.
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"
Barred Rock pullets helping
There are at least 15,006 adthemselves to yellow corn, meat
Money In Strawberries
scrap, soybean oilmeal, lespedeza
Carl Hobbs, Kirbyton comhay, cod-liver oil and salt laid
munity, Carlisle county, sold
183 eggs last year, while those
2,028 crates of strawberries from
hand-fed grain and mash laid
8:00 a.m. to 4 p.m.
14 acres. The income was more
Many a soldier devotes his furlough to day-and-night
163 eggs. Self-fed Rhode Island
203 East Ninth Street
than $5 a crate over picking
mechanized operation on the horn* farm. This is Cpl.
Reds laid 217 eggs and hand-fed
Delmar Van Horn, Jr. with his dad at Jefferson, Iowa.
HOPHINSVILLE, KY.
and selling costs, or a total of
birds df the same breed laid 204
on
over $10,000.
eggs.
MONDAY AND TUESDAY OF
Hadis Harvey of Adair county
EACH WEEK
Engine Performance
raised 30 83-pound lambs from
Alton, Ill.—Mayor Wadlow, en18 ewes.
tering the city hall, heard yelps
of distress. He tgaced the nervegrating sounds to a parked automobile and there, huddled under
the hood against the engine, he
found a terrified dog. Nobody,
including the car owner, could
explain how the pup got there.
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All orders received up July 15 we will give two
tons of Stoker coal.
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Phone us for free estimate at old ceiling price.
Get your order in at once as the factory won't
be able to make enough to supply every one.
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Do you want an Enforced

Compatibility Note
Twin Falls, Idaho—Pharmacist
Asher Getchell received $20 to
settle a 34-year old account, but
he didn't keep it long. It went
to Mrs. Getchell under a longstanding agreement that she gets
any money paid on old debts.

Lem L. Morse

During the past year, $815.60
has been won by 4-H club members in Oldham county in premscholarships.

Democratic Candidate For

MANPOWER SHORTAGES MEAN THAT

All FARM MACHINERY
working at maxiEvery small tool, every big machine must be
production goals
highest
mum efficiency on your farm this year when
with all the
farm
your
Work
hands.
at Wier
must be'Met with to.
procure. Get recan
or
have
you
devices
manpower saving machines and
jams for both
pair work done as soon as possible to prevent last minute
productive.
more
easier,
3ou and us. Your harvesting will be

SIP

or

Dry Administration?

In Warren county, 315 women
reported using simplified ways
of doing their housework after
they studied the subject in their
homemakers' Clubs.

MUST BE KEPT IN BEST CONDITION!

•••

GOLDNAMER'S

ELECTRIC and ACETYLENE WELDING
work
Carl Thomas is an expert in this

THEY DID IT BEFORE-g
THEY CAN DO IT AGAIN
With Farman Tractor Power

Caldwell County

Roadhouses, where bootlegging, slot
machines, and other forms of open gambling
are conducted MUST GO.
Carnivals that opesate so caNI,"games
of chance" ere a menace to the youth of our
county and must be made to obey the law.
If you will elect me Sheriff I will do all
that is humanly possible to eliminate these
flagrant law violations.

LEM L. MORSE

from dark to dark, and longer. Many planted
imoncsoar the Spring,from the Rockies to the
around the dock, working in two or three shifts.
Atlantic seaboard, worried farmers searched
They made one of the greatest crops in history.
the skies for signs of clear weather, but the cold
rains fell relentlessly.
In today's war-torn world—with hunger and
disease already stalking many peoples—even
For more than a month the seed should have
one major crop failure could bring famine. This
been germinating in the warm soil. Millions of
is why the sound of tractors and planting maacres lay unplanted because the ground was too
chinery was heard, day and, night, from the
wet for preparation of the seed bed and too cold
Plains states to the Haebern seaboard—why headfor germination of the seed.
lights stabbed the desimess over the fields.
Only a generation ago there could have been
America's fermate are doing it again, in spite
- but one outcome—crop shortage and fad scarof an unprecedented combined= of adverse circity. Nature allows scant time for planting when
cumstances—bed weather,shortages of mesidnes
the warm sun waits till late May or Tune before
drying the soggy soil. Horses are too slow.and
and shortages of manpower.For the mimed thus
in three years, they are relying upon their huetire too quickly to get the job done than.
tor-powered machines to help rescue large erase
But the farmers remember May of 1943—only
of the world from catastrophe. Man of therm
two years ago—when their fart, untiring
tractors are products of International HarIIII
tractors averted crop failure.Then,too,rains
• vester than of any other company.
flooded the fields and the month was all but
spent before they could go in on the land
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY
and plant.
Chicago 14 Minas
1 HO N Michigan Ave.
In 1943, most farmers &cm* their tractors 1=1:.
* env mew sawine *
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last year, which was a record Breathitt county have calmed
breaker.
139 quarts of meat, made
To further their project in pounds of
Mrs. Mary Cannon, Hickman
lard, and stored 11d
homebeautification,
landscape
county, reports making 10 garcounty are pounds of ham, shoulcier
Shelby
ment from Russia, but they were
in
(Associated Press Features)
makers
ments, a hat, purse and several buying tulip bulbs cooperatively. middlings.
too happy about it, and at
Sakhalin Island, geographical- never
household articles from feed
Russo-Japanese
the
of
end
the
and
ly common to both Russia
bags.
by a 1905 treaty signed at
Japan, although mean in appear- war,
Portsmouth, N. H., the island was
Mrs. Aria Van Meter of the
ance and forbidding in climate,
Suppose you had paid only a few hundredrdoi.
Russia kept the northdivided.
Homemakers' Club in
Louieville
morsel.
economic
is a toothsome
Japan the
gave
and
part
ern
rebuildreports
county
timber
Franklin
in premiums and left youe family $10,000 of
gold,
iron,
lars
Fish, oil, coal,
and slipcovering an attractand furs in quantity are found in southern.
ing
A 50,000,000-yen catch of fish
this cold, mountainous strip of
ive chair at a total cost of 93
the Japland a little larger in area than annually encouraged canneries
cents.
develop shore
West Virginia, but 600 miles anese to
A total of 300 acres of tomatoes
of the island, and
long. Herring, cod and salmon on their part
have been signed up to be grown
humming they built
Wouldn't that be a pretty good hedge against infla.
were reported so abundant near to keep them
lines, roads,
for the green-wrap market in
the island in 1939 that dogs were rail and trolley
for your estate?
tion
schools.
and
ices
postoff
Graves county.
trained to wade out and catch bridges,
sprang up. KaraApproximately 50 Green counthem. An estimated 400,000 peo- Pulp mills also
than a million
ty 4-H club and Utopia club
ple live there-100,000 Russians futo yields more
year, and its short
members are feeding about 125
and 300,000 Japanese. The Japa- tons of coal a
rye,
barley,
permit
summers
nese call their part of the island
calves for the Louisville fat
variety of vegetables
a
and
wheat
Karafuto.
cattle show.
Japanese found
Saknaiin-Karafuto, once a part to grow. The
In Leslie county, 1,084 boys
rewarding on the
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
of the Chinese empire, was an- their labor so
Russian
971 girls have been enrolled,
and
when
1939
in
that,
whole
nexed by Japan about 150 years
goal
4Sr• 4
The
2,055.
patrolof
along
total
reported
goat,
a
were
his
making
William,
submarines
urges
ago. Seventy-five years ago CzarTEN-YEAR-OLD 'ICE MAN' SUPPLIES TOWN—Dickie Quick, 10,
areas, they consid- a street in Belton, Mo., with a load of ice. Dickie operates the only ice delivery service in Belton for the year is 2,200 members.
ist Russia took it over, recogniz- ing the fishing
the since the regular ice man quit a week ago. (AP Wirephoto).
for
calling
resolution
a
ered
New and easier housecleaning
ing its strategic value as comof the whole ismethods have been adopted by
manding point of the Amur armed seizure
of
out
taken
reported
were
coal
came of that.
homemakers' club members in
River's mouth and as a coal-bin land. Nothing
the Japanese mines on Sakhalin
Russia first used the northern in 1937; as for the Soviet mines,
for Russia's Asiatic fleet. It lies
Warren county, reports Home
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
purpenal
for
Sakhalin
of
part
between the Sea of Okhotsk and
the Russians said in 1942 that CALDWELL CIRCUIT COURT: CALDWELL CIRCUIT COURT: Agent Miriam J. Kelley.
the Sea of Japan, reaching down poses. Prisoners exiled there de- they had filled their yearly coal J. W. Dunn. et al, Plaintiff Vs.
H. W. Morse, Plaintiff, Vs.
Mrs. Ellis Rowe of the Auburn
oil
the
and
mining
coal
veloped
from off the Siberian coast to
quota in 10 months. Most of the Howard Dunn et al, Defendant. Mrs. S. W. Warren, and Roy Homemakers' Club in Logan
railroad.
a
built
also
and
fields,
Hokkaido, Japan's northernmost,
oil—literally lakes of it—is on
Cameron, Defendants;
In Equity
county is making a nice little inhome island. In exchange for Now there are Russian airlines the Russian side; Nippo-Sakhalin
In Equity
of
judgment
industries.
a
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re-tying springs in upvirtue
come
By
Russian
serving
there,
the
got
Sakhalin the Japanese
has most of the iron ore and much the Caldwell Circuit Court rendBy virtue of a judgment of holstered cushions, following a
Kurile chain and an annual pay- Two and a half million tons of of the gold deposits.
rendCourt
Circuit
Caldwell
the
This current year's city taxes become due
ered the above entitled cause at
subject in her
For a long time Russia let Japt the June term, 1945, the under- ered the above entitled cause at project on the
July 1, and if paid by July 20, 1945, a 2 per.
pan take oil and coal from the signed will be on 3rd Monday, the June term, 1945, the under- club.
Homemakers in the Stanfill
northern part of the island and the 16th day of July, 1945, being signed will on 3rd Monday, the
cent discount will be allowed. All taxes remain.
rent Soviet fishing grounds, but County Court day, between the 16th day of July, 1945, being Club in Harlan county have extheir
ing unpaid after November 1, 1945, will be sub.
a year or so ago the Russians hours of 10 a. m., and 3 p.. m., at County Court day, between the changed work to paper
forced the Japanese to let their the Courthouse door in Princeton, hours of 10 a. m., and 3 p. m., at homes.
ject to a 10 percent penalty and interest
concessions go and get out. A Ky., proceed to expose to public the Courthouse door in PrinceUse of fertilizer on tabocco in
charges.
45-year concession pact signed sale to the highest bidder the ton. Ky., proceed to expose to McLean county has doubled in
in 1925 still had 26 years to run following property:
public sale to the highest bid- three years and the acre-yield
when that happened.
is a third more than it was 10
der the following property:
All water bills become due the first day ol
A certain tract, piece or
One air-compresser; .one
years ago.
parcel of land situated, lying
month, and if not paid by the 18th of the
each
log-washer; one gasoline enHomemakers in Caldwell counand being in Caldwell Counsituated
fixtures
Keep sending your dead stock to war, we Tennesseeans Boast
pipes,
kine;
maconserving
are
and subject to a penalty. Special assess.
month,
county
well
ty, Ky. and on the waters of
Century Of Safety
in Caldwell County, Kenterials by dyeing curtains, bedsinking fork of Levingston
render the grease to make Bombs and Bullets A Chattanooga,
including upkeep tax on cemetery
taxes,
ment
Tenn.—Two Somtucky, on the land of E. M.
spreads, blouses, hose and table
creek and bounded as foloperatmine
the
at
erville Iron Works employes have
Crowder
to help Hasten Victory.
linens.
lots, are due. Early settlement of all taxes and
lows: Beginning at a sassaa combined total of 102 years in
ed by the defendants, Mrs.
Milk production in Mason
to Wesley
corner
tree
fras
promptly.
stock
dead
your
We will remove
accounts will be appreciated.
foundry jobs, with no serious
S. W. Warren and Roy Cam2 E.
/
Harper's thence N 11
until paid, having the effect of
accidents.
eron.
145 poles and 18 links to a
Call us coiled.
D. W. Dudney, 74, started in
Or so much thereof as will a Judgment or Replevin bond,
By order of City Council,
stone in A. H. Maxwell's
the business with the Southern
produce approximately the sum on which execution may issue
line, Thence with said line
Stove Works of Evansville, Ind.,
of $800.00 plus interest and cost at maturity, with a lien reserved
2 W. 86 poles to a
/
N. 881
in 1887.
the amount so ordered to be for the payment thereof. Said
stone corner to same. Thence
E. L. Lasater, 61, started with
made. The purchaser will be re- sale will be made on a credit of
2 W. 145 poles and 18
1
S. /
the Shuster Foundry Co. of South
quired to give bond with good six months.
links to a stone passing said
Telephone — David Payne's Service Station
Amy Frances Littlepage,
Pittsburgh, in 1900.
personal security for the pay- ,
Maxwell's corner at 64 poles.
Master Commissioner C.C.C.
Both went to work for Somerment of the purchase money, payThence S. 88 E. 86 poles and
Phone 423
ville in 1921 and still handle the
able to the Master Commissioner, Attorney: S. D. Hodge.
18 links to the beginning,
most difficult jobs in the plant,
bearing 6% interest from date Princeton, Ky., June, 1945.
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE
Containing 78% acres as
their employers say.
surveyed by H. L. Burks and
is the same land conveyed
to Mrs. Lorena Dunn by W.
Army Builds 'City'
B. Blackburn and wife by
For Returning Vets
deed dated Aug. 23, 1919 and
Miami, Fla. — The Army is
of record in Caldwell County
erecting a "city" of 250 hutments
Court Clerk's office in Deed
and 124 tents at the Army Air
Page
.
Book
Transport Command's field here
Said sale is being made for the I
to house part of the 50,000 vetpurpose of paying debts and
erans expected to return monthly settling estate. The purchaser
takes efficient, experienced and loyal employes to keep
by plane from overseas. The
will be required to give bond
"city" will house more than 2,000
with good personal security for
the
current
flowing to you, and all of our other customers,
men at a time. They'll be here the
payment of the purchase
about 24 hours before being sent
serious
without
interruption. Kentucky Utilities Company
money, payable to the Master
to Camp Blanding, Fla., and from
Commissioner, bearing 6% inthere to reception centers near
has more than 1,100 such employes who, through their efterest from date until paid, havtheir homes.
ing the effect of a Judgment or
forts, earned in salaries and wages last year $2,360,956.
Replevin bond, on which execuThis money was spent in trade, taxes and public contribution may issue at maturity,- with
P-Mail: It's
a lien reserved for the payment
A New Wrinkle
tions throughout the State. We want you to know what
thereof. Said sale will be made
Idaho Falls, Idaho — When on a credit of six months.
these men and women do in order that your service may
Farmer Henry Mais sold some
Amy Frances Littlepage,
potatoes to the Army last Febbe of the highest quality. The following sketches show
Master Commissioner C.C.C.
ruary, he wrote his name on one
Attorney
Charles
McGough
tuber with the notation: "Whosome of them at work:
Princeton, Ky., June, 1945.
ever gets this, write me."
Months later he received the
same spud in the mail with the Oil For Fingerprints
hose wires the lineman is working with are plenty
added inscription: "March 23,
New York—The Socony-Vacu1945. Oahu island (Hawaiians). urn Oil Co. has announced de"hot" ... it would be nice if the current could be
Let me hear from you. Carp. velopment of an oil, resembling
Clare E. Pfeffer."
kerosene but red in color, which
turned off while he made his repairs, but it wouldn't
prevents fingerprints on delicate
Balbo rye on the farm of E. instruments from causing rust.
be in keeping with the K. U. tradition of service.
M. Phillips in Lee county grew
7 feet 2 inChes tall.
He's a part of that tradition and rightly proud of the
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Where Russia Joins Japan

Commissioner's Sale

Sat.
Aug.
4

T

BEDFORD McCHESNEY
Democratic Candidate For

SHERIFF
Democrilts Nominate A New Man Who Can

s Sale
Commissioner'

skill and experience which he contributes to keeping
it intact. The meter
man reads those
clock-like instruoi
ments which measure the:electricity you i
o
speed'and ease that you tell the time of the day by
glancing at a watch. Backing him up are expert test..
ers who make sure these meters maintain an accuracy
excelling that of the finest watches.

acts fast on the kidneys
— to ease painful bladder irritation
caused by excess acidity in the urine
Thousands are thanking DR. KILMER'S
SWAMP ROOT for helping them to remove th• cause of needless "getting up at
nights". For this pure herbal medicine,
originally created by a practising physician, acts quickly to Increase the flow of
urine ... help. rellev• backache, run-down
uncomfort•ble symptom• of
bladder Irritation. SWAMP ROOT le a
'scientific preparation. A combination of
carefully blended herbs, roots, vegetable•,
othing harsh or
baleen's. A bsohrtoly
baba- erasing when you use Dr. Kilmer'.
medicine. Just good Ingredients that owt
fast to bring you new comfort!
Send for free, prepaid sample TODAY!
Like thousand• of ethers you'll be glad
that you did Send sante and address to
Department C, Kilmer & Co., Inc., Bo.
1265, Stamford, Cana. Offer limited. Send
at soca. All druggists sall Swamp Root

c3

is

entirely

because

possible;

apples

are

and seasonably priced.
plentiful

So is our high-protein
Creamed Cottage
Cheese which, served
with sliced apples and
crisp celery, provides
such a tempting and
wholesome salad.
For a fresh, appetizing carton delivered to
your home point-free,
call 161.

Millions of volts of energy controlled by a few levers and dials .... the

power plant

engineer has to know his job. Engineers, draftsmen, accountants, home service advisers
. all part of a service organization keeping abreast
of every development that means better service to
you .... planning for tomorrow. Rural customers
receive special help from a farm service department ... just one
more phaseofthejob
that only business
management can do
efficiently and economically in helping
build a better, more
prosperous Ken-.
tucky.

...filing things up the friendly way
Have a Coke someone says, and they talk things over
country style. Coca-Cola fits, just as it belongs in your
Icebox at home. Coca-Cola stands for the pease that
refrabot,—a symbol of • friendly way of doing things.
soma weft Amain co no cou‘cotA COMP/MY ay

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CC

KENTUCKY U:11:14,411FS COMPANY
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